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Abstract
There is a big lack in mechanisms and models of estimating initial requests based on high requirements
specifications in software implementation and development projects. The report is done to satisfy needs of
Scania Networks organization – the IT project coordinator at Scania. The problem is that Scania Networks
clients demand to make a quick and rough estimation in a very early stage of a project, and there is no
common method for requirements estimating based on high level description. To suggest and apply the
right requirements estimation method, quantitative research methodology will be used with the following
methods: survey, interviews, workshop, literature review, data analysis. As a result, the report will provide
a requirements estimation guideline with recommended estimation methods and processes for making
rough requirements estimations in software projects. Several valuable recommendations of current threats
and available opportunities at Scania Networks organization were identified. In addition, I proposed initial
requirements for lessons learned repository, identified barriers for accurate estimation, suggested
overcome solutions and adopted analysis effort estimation method and Use‐Case‐Points at Scania
Networks. Analysis effort method can reduce up to 80% man‐hours efforts spent on estimation.
Furthermore, time response to client is decreasing up to 75% with a help of this method. The analysis effort
method was accepted and validated during the internal workshop among project managers and application
usage experts. Use‐Case‐Points method is recommended to use for development projects as an additional
estimation technique to analysis effort. Each of the method is supported with a detail estimation process
guideline. The report will be useful to read for project managers, business analysts, account managers,
application usage experts primarily from Scania Networks organization, but also it might be interesting to
other professionals who are interested in improving the way of doing rough estimations in software
development and implementation projects.
The thesis corresponds to 30 credits for the author.
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1 Introduction and methodology
1.1 Background
Nowadays more and more companies understand the importance of IT in supporting core
business operations. Industries invest in their sales and services departments, where IT
plays one of the most important roles. Whatever business the company has, whether it is
manufacturing, automotive or telecommunications, IT solutions helps sales departments
to meet customers’ expectations and satisfy clients needs, for example: Customer
Relationship Management (CRM) systems, Dealer Management Systems (DMS), invoice
management and many other examples. Major part of IT resources is involved in software
implementation and development projects, while others are focused on continuing
maintenance and support. Requirements estimation process s a part of every software
development or implementation project (IEEE, 2006). The project success directly
depends on how accurate and how properly estimations were done. The companies need
to secure that all important components were included in estimations; otherwise the
project has a big chance to be failed or just simply be out of budget. According to IEEE
Standard for Developing a Software Project Life Cycle Process (IEEE, 2006), requirements
estimation is already a part of software development process. In practice customers
require to see rough estimations to approve the project before signing the contract. This
is rather usual situation today in software business and although there are many
estimating methods and techniques, there is a big lack in mechanisms and models of
estimating initial requests based on high level requirements specifications.
Overview of estimation models groups
According to Barry Boehm and Chris Abts from University of Southern California (Boehm,
Software Development Cost Estimation Approaches‐A Survey, 2000), there are expertise‐
based estimation techniques, learning‐oriented techniques, mathematical or parametric
model‐based techniques, dynamics‐based techniques, regression‐based models, and
composite‐Bayesian techniques. Karen Lum in her Handbook for Software Cost Estimation
(Lum, 2003) suggested another groups of classifying estimation methods: expert
judgment, historical‐analogy models, and “Rules‐of‐Thumb”. In the Survey on Software
Estimation in the Norwegian Industry was done in 2004 (Molokken‐Ostvold, 2004), Kjetil
Molokken‐Ostvold grouped the estimation methods into three main categories: expert
judgment based methods, algorithmic model‐based methods, learning‐based and other.
Later in this report I will study them in detail.
Overview of previous studies
There were several attempts to make software estimation guideline. Some of interesting
articles are, for example, service estimation guideline (Molokken‐Ostvold, 2004). It
includes an overview of estimation process with key stages. The paper suggests using
expert‐based estimation methods like Proposal Benchmark and Three Point Estimation.
Iman Attarzadeh from University of Malaya proposed "New High Performance Model for
Software Cost Estimation" (Attarzadeh, 2009). The paper describes the problems of
applying well‐known algorithmic model‐based estimation methods in rough estimating
1

process at early stage of the project. However, algorithmic model‐based estimation is
very difficult to use in rough estimating because of few input data available. Even the
estimation results were better in comparison to COCOMO II (Milicic, 2004), there was no
comparison to other popular estimation techniques. Joseph A. Lukas described factors
and barriers impacting on estimations and reasons for bad estimates (Lukas, 2006). Later
in this report I will try to apply his outcomes at Scania Networks organization, in
particular, how they are relevant and impacting the estimation process. Cairo University
Department of Computer Science applied estimation framework in software projects,
which increased accuracy of estimations in local IT companies (Galal‐Edeen, 2007).
However, the research was limited with a number of specific projects and the effort
variations were still high in comparison to theory.
Another interesting paper mentioned before was done by Karen Lum “Handbook
for Software Cost Estimation” (Lum, 2003). The paper is done in a form of a guideline with
descriptions of estimation methods, input and output data, steps, assumptions and
example. The only concern I see in Karen’s work is that it was done mainly for software
development project, while I was requested to develop a guideline for implementation
and maintenance (change requests release) projects too. The estimation process was also
described in Applied Software Management Book by Andrew Stallman in chapter 3
(Stellman, 2005). In comparison to previous handbook, A. Stallman is focused on
estimation process adapted to Wideband Delphi estimation which belongs to expert
judgment based methods, while the handbook is more adapted to algorithmic methods.
Ricardo Valerdi from Massachusetts Institute of Technology studied possible limits of
Software Cost Estimation (Valerdi, Cognitive Limits of Software Cost Estimation, 2007).
One of the result of this work showed that estimators are influenced more by historical
information than by the outcomes provided by the algorithmic cost estimation model. To
summaries literature review part, whatever method to use for roughly estimating, the
estimator(s) should use methods adapted to his/her organization, in particular, to
consider specific projects history, type of projects and project lifecycle models, business
processes and experience of team.

1.2

Problem background

Nowadays requirements estimation in IT projects has become a guess work. This situation
with guessing instead of calculating IT projects was found in Scania Networks organization
(part of Sales and Service department), which is responsible for alignment between
business and IT areas at Scania and coordinating IT projects. The reason is that in practice
it is hardly possible to use well‐known techniques in different companies, because a
customer usually demands to make a quick and rough estimation in a very early stage of a
project, sometimes just having a very high level idea about what they want to have. It is
also a question of education and experience of the organization team and their way of
working. It is well known, that the accuracy of estimation depends on how detail
requirements elaboration was done. From the client’s point of view, it might seem to be a
simple task to estimate costs for their software development or implementation projects.
In addition, these estimates are usually part of a larger proposal with a project plan that is
used to get the new project. From another hand, clients might do not have a complete
picture of the technical side of a project. As a result, it can be difficult for client to spend
time to document all the background information for a given project. However, this must
be done in order to provide valid estimates. So, deep requirements elaboration phase
2

need to invest time efforts and therefore financial resources, but there is a risk that the
client will deny the proposal. Furthermore, it is unclear how to clarify client’s requests.
Very often all the incoming requests are put into one queue for rough estimations, so
employees are stressed and clients have to wait a long time even if the request is simple,
there must be a method for calculating and estimating efforts which is worthy to spend
on requirements estimation too.

1.3

Problem

Today each of the department of Scania Networks has different and unclear estimation
models. The customer demands Scania to make a quick and rough estimation in a very
early stage of a project. Scania needs to increase customers’ satisfaction by providing a
feedback in a short period of time with reliable range of time/cost estimations of
different kind of projects: development, implementation or change requests realize.

1.4

Purpose

The purpose is to develop and apply a software requirements estimation method with a
guideline for requirements estimating process for Scania Networks.

1.5

Method

There are five different thesis types according to master thesis standard (Brash, 2005):
artifact development, artifact comparison, artifact evaluation, understanding a situation,
exploring the existence of phenomena. The examples of artifacts can be systems,
programs, algorithms, models, processes, methods. This thesis belongs to artifact
development type with some comparison elements. Here the artifact is method for
requirements estimating of implementation, development and maintenance projects at
Scania Networks. Although the problem and purpose of work at Scania Networks was
clear, the methods of how to deliver the results was not suggested. There are qualitative,
quantitative and mixed research methodologies (Brash, 2005). Table 1 shows the
differences and comparison of those two methodologies.
Qualitative
The aim is a complete, detailed description
Researcher may only know roughly in advance
what he/she is looking for
Recommended during earlier phases of research
projects
Data is in the form of words, pictures or objects
Subjective ‐ individuals interpretation of events is
important, uses participant observation, in‐depth
interviews, small surveys.
Qualitative data is more rich, time consuming, and
less able to be generalized
Researcher tends to become subjectively immersed
in the subject matter

Quantitative
The aim is to classify features, count them, and
construct statistical models
Researcher knows clearly in advance what he/she
is looking for
Recommended during latter phases of research
projects
Data is in the form of numbers and statistics
Objective ‐ seeks precise measurement & analysis
of target concepts, e.g., uses large surveys,
questionnaires.
Quantitative data is more efficient, able to test
hypotheses, but may miss contextual detail
Researcher tends to remain objectively separated
from the subject matter

Table 1.1 Research methodologies comparison (Creswell, 2003), (Qualitative versus
Quantitative Research:Key Points in a Classic Debate, 2007)
3

The thesis belongs to a design science research (Hevner, 2004). I will use mostly
quantitative methodology, including the following methods: literature review, interviews,
questionnaires, surveys, workshops, data analysis and case study. Literature review is
important to collect up‐to‐date theoretical information regarding requirements estimation
methods in software development industry. Books are used about project management
and requirements estimation techniques, research papers from different conferences
found in IEEE and KTH libraries, available handbooks and guidelines for estimating
software development projects, web articles from web portals with a focus on IT field.
Interviews with IT project managers and senior business analysts will give more practical
overview of using standard estimation methods in daily work, what are the main
challenges, threats, opportunities and requirements to use different estimation methods.
Some of the interviews were done among the experts from IT outsourcing industry,
since requirements estimation is a part of their core business, and that is why they could
give up‐to‐date information about the estimation process and methods. At the same time,
most of the interviews were done at Scania Networks with IT project managers, group
managers and application usage experts, since they were the core people for whom I was
developing the estimation method to use in daily practice. Some of the interviews were
conducted in a form of survey with a same set of questionnaire aiming to find common
things used in estimation by different departments at Scania Networks. The survey was
done in a form of face‐to‐face interviews among 14 employees with different roles at
Scania Networks. The goal was to find common things in current estimation process and
indentify needs, gaps and hidden opportunities. In Appendix there is a list of questions
and summary of answers. The questions were prepared with checkboxes (several possible
suggested answers) with an opportunity to put other answers too. Face‐to‐face interviews
were important here in order to avoid misunderstanding of suggested answers, and
therefore, the survey results were more reliable and accurate. The survey questionnaire
consisted of general questions about role and responsibilities of the interviewed person,
organization structure and his/her view on the processes Scania Networks, type of
projects run by the interviewed person, the estimating process and who was involved
(roles, organization, third parties), what source data was used for estimating and what
was needed, any standard estimation methods used and other questions, which can give
rather deep overview of what was happening at Scania Networks. The interview were
analyzed quantitatively.
Workshop helped to come up with basic estimates for an ideal and worst case
scenario projects; helped to identify the complexity, risks factors and their weight of
impact. It was important to know and discuss feedback from every participant (10
experts), who will use the estimation method, which I look forward to suggest in this
report. Workshop participants were the employees, who fluently knew their
application(s), who had relevant skills in project estimations and had long experience in
working at Scania Networks. The purpose of the workshop was to discuss and agree on
basic high level activities list for different applications, to estimate feasibility work
activities in man‐hours efforts, to find similar activities for implementation projects in
different applications from CCS (Common Commercial Services) portfolio. The invited
target groups were project managers, business unit account managers, application usage
experts and test managers. The workshop consisted of two sessions including three tasks.
During the first session, the survey results were presented with suggested improvements,
proposed two expert‐based estimation methods with examples of how to use them, and
explained the tasks for the workshop. Furthermore, a number of factors were proposed
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impacting on complexity of a project. The task was to put these factors into the groups
and determine their weight of impact. Finally, detail activities list was prepared for
feasibility work, which was summarized from available projects’ follow‐up at Scania
Networks.
Of course, workshop and interviews were rather subjective methods, but in
combination with literature review, survey and data analysis, they gave rather realistic
picture of overall requirements of the estimation method, which I’m going to propose in
this report.
Data analysis is important to use in order to analyze statistics from previous projects,
in particular, estimated and actual man‐hours efforts, time duration, project scope and
functional requirements; implementation and development activities list breakdown,
estimated offers from third parties and other information. Case studies are used here
mainly to support data analysis with business reasons answering the question, why the
customer wanted to implement or develop that specific application from Scania
applications portfolio. Due to some confidential reasons, I will not spread the names of
particular companies and people involved in previous projects.
Since there is no estimation method and process introduced at Scania Networks,
artifact development will give deeper and broader investigations with valuable results. It
is hardly possible to use artifact comparison type here, because at the moment of writing
this report, there were no common estimation methods or processes at Scania Networks
to be compared to.
Here is detail description of how I’m going to deliver thesis results:
1. Study of relevant literature of the software estimation field, in particular,
estimation of project costs and efforts, IT project management and factors
affecting estimates.
2. Gathering information from industry senior experts in order to identify possible
hidden challenges and threads to my project.
3. Exploring Scania Networks organization, business processes and goals. It includes
studying types of clients’ assignments, estimation process used in different sub‐
departments, type of IT projects and how the projects are classified and
prioritized. It will be done by conducting a survey in a form of face‐to‐face
interviews both with management and employees involved in estimation process.
The aim is to analyze current estimation process, identify common estimation
practices in different sub‐departments at Scania Networks. The result will include
improvements in the existing processes for gathering requirements that have an
impact on the time/cost estimation.
4. Study of Scania Networks previous projects history, lessons learned documents,
cost follow‐ups in order to adopt changes in estimation method(s).
5. Organize an estimation process workshop to prepare basic inputs in order to make
possible applying different estimation techniques.
6. Studying factors affecting the accuracy of estimation process, considering risks,
assumptions and preparing recommendations to include in the guideline.
7. Preparing and validating estimation methods applicable to Scania Networks.
Feedback will be collected on the second workshop from people who will use this
method in their practice.

5

1.6

Limitations

The report is more practice‐oriented and aims to deliver an estimation guideline for
specific organization needs. Therefore, the results are difficult to be generalized outside
Scania Networks. In addition, before starting the work, I had very rough idea about Scania
Networks processes, demands and current estimation methods used. Despite the fact that
many interviews were conducted, the amount of involved experts was sill limited, and
therefore, the validation was more subjective than objective. Experiment based validation
was not appropriate in this work, because of short period of time and lack of data from
previous completed projects.

6

2 Estimation methods review
Overview
On figure 1, there is a summary of different estimation methods grouped according to
Kjetil Molokken‐Ostvold approach (Molokken‐Ostvold, 2004), (Stellman, 2005). This
grouping approach just divides estimation methods on three types without changing
methods themselves. The summary of methods has an informative purpose to show the
variety of available estimation techniques, which will be described in this chapter later on.

Figure 2.1 Estimation methods (Molokken‐Ostvold, 2004)
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2.1

Algorithmic model‐based techniques overview

Algorithmic model‐based or estimates are estimates made by using mathematical
models.
COCOMO II (Constructive Cost Model)
COCOMO is a model that allows estimating the cost, effort, and schedule when planning a
new software development activity (COCOMO™ II, 2010), (Clark, 1998). It is the latest
major extension to the original COCOMO. It provides classification of factors that can
have an influence on project cost. COCOMO II consists of three different models: the
application composition model, the early design model and the post‐architecture model.
For example, the Early Design Model is useful to get rough estimates of a project's cost
and duration before the final project plan is determined. It uses a small set of cost drivers
and estimating levels. COCOMO II is one of the most recognized estimation methods. It is
very often used as a method to compare with in validation (Boehm, Software Cost
Estimation with COCOMO II, 2011).
Agile COCOMO
It is a method for lightweight incremental cost and schedule estimation (Sharman, 2003),
where an estimator can choose and set fix parameters, such as the total cost in dollars,
total effort in person/months, analogy parameter, baseline value or scale factor.
Evidence‐based Scheduling (EBS)
Evidence‐based Scheduling measures and estimates only the actual total time taken to
complete a particular task. EBS uses the Monte Carlo method (Doucet, 2011) to adjust
predicted completion dates based on the accuracy of each worker's prior estimates
(Spolsky, 2011). EBS gathers evidence mostly from historical timesheets data. The method
produces a table of possible completion dates, each with an associated probability of
being correct (Thackston, 2009). This gives management a more accurate picture of how
reliable the estimates are. The estimator gets a confidence distribution curve showing the
probability that project will end on any given date. The steeper the curve, the more
confident the end date is real (Figure 2).

Figure 2.2 Evidence‐based Scheduling estimation (Spolsky, 2011)
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Function Point Analysis
Functional point analysis is based on unit measurements to express the amount of
business functionality an information system provides to a user (Longstreet, 2004). The
goal of the method is to evaluate a system's capabilities from a user's point of view. The
analysis is based upon the various ways users interact with computerized systems. From a
user's perspective a system assists them in doing their job by providing five basic
functions. Two of these address the data requirements of an end user and are referred to
as Data Functions (Meli, 1999). The remaining three addresses the user's need to access
data and are referred to as Transactional Functions. The main advantage of using this
method is that function points are technology independent. In addition, function points
can be used to estimate a productivity rate for a specific application set up (Heller, 2010).
Use‐Case‐Points (UCP)
UCP is an adaptation of Function points, but based on use cases. Detail study how to use
in estimation process was done by Roy K. Clemmons (Clemmons, 2006), (Ibarra, 2005).
UCP method analyzes the use case actors, scenarios, and various technical and
environmental factors and groups them into different levels. According to UCP, The total
time to complete the project is affected by the following factors (Cockburn, 2001):
• Number of steps to complete the use case
• Number and complexity of actors
• Technical requirements use case such as concurrency, security, and performance
• Project teams’ experience and knowledge
According to Roy K. Clemmons research (Clemmons, 2006), UCP method can produce an
early estimate within 20 percent of the actual effort, and often, closer to the actual effort
than experts and other estimation methodologies (Anda, 2001). In addition, it is very
important to write Use Cases in one common standard during the project. The depth of
the Use Case Document will affect estimation by 40% (Koirala, 2004).
COSYSMO
COSYSMO (Constructive Systems Engineering Cost Model) is a calibration data set,
calculates effort based on a number of environmental factors (Valerdi, Constructive
Systems Engineering Cost Model). Like in COCOMO, COSYSMO estimate the efforts with a
help of system functional size and adjusts it based on a number of environmental factors
related to systems engineering. In order for COSYSMO to be effective, it must be
calibrated to the organization and types of projects being targeted. The calibration is
done with a help of COSYSMO Data Collection Form with activities described here
(Valerdi, ANSI/EIA 632 As a Standardized WBS for COSYSMO, 2005).
SLIM ‐ Software Life‐cycle Model is based on Rayleigh manpower distribution model to
the software development characteristics of size and technology factors. SLIM is
produced by Quantitative Software Management company (Putnam, 2011). SLIM is based
on database of more than 4000 software projects from QSM's consulting business and
other sources. SLIM is a software tool with different parametric estimating solutions,
which can be calibrated and configured by project managers for different type of projects,
for example: software development, package implementation, hardware, call center
development, infrastructure, model‐based development, engineering and architecture
design, service‐oriented architecture, SAP and Oracle implementation and other. The
9

software size needs to be estimated in advance in order to use this model (Buglione,
2011).
Neural networks method
Neural networks method is a model‐building technique that can be improved by using
historical data to produce ever better results by automatically adjusting their algorithmic
parameter values to reduce the delta between known actual costs and model predictions
(Boehm, Software Development Cost Estimation Approaches‐A Survey, 2000). The main
idea is to develop a network with nodes called “neurons”. This includes defining the
number of layers of neurons, the number of neurons within each layer, and the way in
which they are all connected. Specific training algorithm and weighted functions between
the neurons must be determined. Once the network has been built, the model must be
fulfilled with a set of historical project data inputs and the corresponding known actual
values for project schedule and/or cost. The following picture illustrates an example of
possible Neuron network.

Figure 2.3 Example of Neural networks (Freitas, 1999)
The Neural network model then iterates on its training algorithm, automatically adjusting
the parameters of its estimation functions until the model estimate and the actual values
are within some pre‐specified delta (Freitas, 1999). Examples of nodes or neurons can be
function points (Stellman, 2005).

2.2

Expert judgment‐based methods

Overview
Expert judgment‐based methods include parametric cost models that are empirical
derived by data from previous projects. Those methods are useful when there is lack in
scope of the project. They are usually based on the known follow ups of all the past
projects. Another name for this group of methods is historical‐based methods since they
use the project size, total effort and breakdown on activities, or total cost of a
comparable project from the past. Expert judgment‐based techniques are very useful to
make rough estimations on a very early stage of project life‐cycle (even before the project
10

starts itself). Estimates always have an uncertainty level, and a single man‐hours value
does not give any insights into how uncertain the estimator made this estimate.
Analysis effort estimation
Analysis effort is a method for estimating the project efforts by using the known
percentage of specifications preparation phase in relation to the total project (Stellman,
2005). It works on agreed percentages numbers to each of the project stage considering
three project data inputs, indicating:
• Size (S)
• Familiarity (F)
• Complexity (C).
Examples of size are: lines of code, number of users, budget, and human resources
needed or other. Familiarity and Complexity are parameters needed to be clearly defined
depending on organization. The estimator, for example, can be sure that this project will
be complex, but from another hand, the project can be unfamiliar, but seems easy.
Delphi Estimation
Another interesting expert judgment‐based method is Wideband Delphi Estimation (or
simply Delphi estimation). It was described in detail in Applied Software Management
Book (Stellman, 2005). In general, Wideband Delphi is a structured communication
technique, which requires close cooperation between members of project team. This
approach helps to correct one another in a way that helps avoid errors and poor
estimation. The main advantage is that estimates are very accurate after the Delphi
session. From another hand, it requires involvement of different people at the same time.
Delphi technique can be used as a main method to improve or define the estimates for
activities checklists.
PERT (Program Evaluation Review Technique)
PERT is an expert judgment‐based estimating method, which considers the uncertainly
(Wonica, 2006). It allows measuring how good the total estimate is. It includes an
approximation of standard deviation based on the optimistic and pessimistic values. In
simple case, standard deviation in PERT is a different between pessimistic and optimistic
estimate divided on 6. A simple formula looks like: (optimistic + (4 * likely) + pessimistic) /
6.
In more complex PERT version, PERT estimate is a distribution of possible outcomes,
based on a beta or normal probability distribution (Wonica, 2006).
"Lichtenberg" Estimation
Lichtenberg estimation is rather similar method to PERT and to Three‐Point estimation
(Estimation Guidelines and Templates, 2007). It is used by default in PPS (Practical Project
Steering) project management methodology developed by Tieto company (Tieto, 2008).
"Lichtenberg" Estimation considers uncertainty costs. The method uses rather simple
formula: Estimate per activity = (3*Probable + Min + Max) / 5 .
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Proxy‐based estimating (PROBE)
PROBE is another expert judgment‐based method which uses historical data from
previous projects. Usually there is a database to keep a track of the size and effort of all of
the work that organization done before with a history of the effort into their past
projects, which is broken into individual components. Each component in the database
has assigned type and size. When there is a new request to make estimations, the
method breaks down into tasks that correspond to those types and sizes, which are
relevant to the new project. A formula based on linear regression is used to calculate the
estimate for each task (Humphrey, 1994).
Other methods
There are other methods like dynamics‐based techniques ‐ methods which estimate
projects with software project effort or cost items which are changing during the duration
of the application development or implementation. They can be used when the estimator
expects many change requires (CRs) during the project. On the IEEE International
Conference on Software Maintenance (ICSM’03), there was another method introduced
which called Dynamic Calibration for effort estimation of renewal projects (Baldassarre,
2003). The main idea is that for the renewal processes estimations must be based on
code quality metrics known at the beginning of the project, and estimation must be
executed on one project iteration at a time.
Ordinary Least Squares (OLS) method is an example of regression‐based model which is
used in cooperation with model‐based techniques and include different type of
regressions. It is a combination of two or more techniques to formulate the most
appropriate functional form for estimation (Davidson, 1993).

2.3

Methods accuracy

Expertise‐based techniques are good at predicting when there is lack in scope or
requirements definition. The main weakness is in predicting requirements growth during
the project, testing and fixing. In expertise‐based methods accuracy depends on
estimator's skills and experience, which cannot be easily measured and validated.
Model based or algorithmic techniques are perfect for estimating on large projects as
they are capable of accounting for measured, organization specific and industry averages;
and of automatically adding calculated overhead costs into the produced estimates. In
general, algorithmic techniques are more accurate, but require many data available of
future system.
In general, the accuracy both Expertise‐based and model‐based methods may vary
depending on calibration of input parameters to the specific environment. Table 2.1
shows strengths and weaknesses of described groups of methods.
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Method Category
Expertise‐based methods

Model‐based algorithmic
methods

Strengths
May result in very accurate
in rough estimates

Weaknesses
Depends on the availability of
historical data

Suitable for non‐typical projects
(projects with no relevant
experience before )
Tends to consider all the
software factors

It may be difficult to justify the
results

Objective, repeatable,
clear formula
May be calibrated to historical
data

May be hard to understand for
beginner estimators
Not suitable for non‐typical
projects

Depends on the expertise of
project team

Table 2.1. Estimation method accuracy comparison (Meli, 1999), (Buglione, 2011)

2.4

Estimating depending on software development methodology

There are several well‐known project planning and steering approaches, also different
software developing processes, which have been used since the establishment of
information technology (Stellman, 2005). Estimating process will depend on the method
used in project planning and project development. Here are four most well‐known
models currently used:
• Waterfall
• RUP
• Prototyping: an iterative framework
• Agile (XP, SCRUM)
Waterfall development
The Waterfall model is a sequential development approach through the phases of
Specification of Requirements, Design, Construction, Integration, Testing and Debugging,
Installation, Maintenance (Cadle, 2009). The main advantage of this model is that
documentation is produced at every stage of development. As a result, this makes the
understanding of the product designing procedure simpler. Furthermore, it is a linear
model and it is considered as the most simple to be implemented. QA is done to check
the correct running after every major stage, so final system is expected to be reliable with
few bugs and errors.
From another hand, Waterfall model has plenty of disadvantages. First, it is
difficult to go back and change the design phase. If the design phase has gone wrong,
things will get very complicated in the implementation phase. In addition, very often the
clients does not have clear picture of what they exactly want from the software. In this
model, changes may affect total system significantly, so it is difficult to make any changes
during the development process. Until the final stage of transition phase is complete, a
working model of the software does not lie in the hands of the client.
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Advantages
Detail specifications, clear understanding of what
have to be done
Simple and clear delivery track

Disadvantages
Difficult to make changes during the development
process
Changes affect total system significantly and usually
result in an increase of time/cost estimations
The software is unavailable until final transition
phase

QA follows the development process on each step

Table 2.2 Waterfall development pros and cons (Cadle, 2009)
Since Waterfall method is expected to produce a single estimate (accurate exact estimate
is expected), feasibility analysis and requirements gathering activities are mandatory. This
analysis is necessary according to Waterfall model standard. As result of feasibility
analysis, the estimator(s) can use enough parametric data to apply the algorithmic
methods, such as COCOMO or the Software Lifecycle Model (SLIM).
Prototyping
Software prototyping is a fast process of making a model of the project, creating the
system with a limited requirements or functionality (Stellman, 2005). This approach meet
client’s expectations better. It gives a visual idea to those who sponsor project, so it gives
the user and producer an idea of the finished product, and they have a chance to
comment on the project. Prototyping requires addition small investments, but as a result
it gives faster development due to facilitating more effective communication with the end
user. Implementation phase may be more rapid because the user knows what to expect.
From another hand, prototyping is usually appropriate for development of online
interactive systems, but it is less suited for batch‐oriented applications or highly complex
mathematical processes (Mcclendon, 1996). Prototyping may also encourage an increase
of change requests.
Advantages
Faster development

Disadvantages
Change requests increase

Easier for end users to learn/use

Working prototypes may lead management and
customers to believe that the final product is
almost ready for delivery.
Performance characteristics of prototypes may
confuse the customer.
Customers may not be prepared to provide the
level or frequency of feedback required
Difficulty writing the back‐end code
Iterative prototyping may be difficult for
management to plan and schedule.
Important system characteristics
Prototypes of complex systems may themselves be
rather complex.
Prototyping may provide little room for testing
NON‐functional system requirements.

Fewer changes needed after implementation
Development backlog decreases
End‐user involvement
Users know what to expect at implementation
User/analyst communication enhanced
User requirements easier to determine
Development costs reduced

Table 2.3 Prototyping development comparisons (Stellman, 2005)
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By estimating prototype development with limited functionality, the estimator can
provide much more accurate estimation of final system based on actual efforts for
prototype development. Here it is possible to apply both expert‐based methods and
algorithmic techniques.
Agile
The term was introduced in 2001 and adopted instead of the name RAD (Rapid
Application Development) (Cadle, 2009). There are different agile sub‐methods like XP
and SCRUM. In general, Agile requires high user involvement in the analysis and design
stages. Key method objective is to avoid extensive pre‐planning, fast development and
delivery of a high quality system. Project management involves prioritizing development
and defining delivery deadlines or time boxes. If the project is out of time ‐ reduce
requirements to fit the time box, not in increasing the deadline. Agile it is recommended
to collect customer requirements using use case scenarios.
Advantages
Adaptive team which is able to respond to the
changing requirements.
The documentation is crisp and to the point to save
time.
Short development cycles ‐ users see the product
quickly.
Flexible and adaptable to changes.
Increased quality – both how application meets the
needs of users as well as delivered system has low
maintenance costs.

Disadvantages
Difficult to assess the effort required at the
beginning of the software development life cycle
Lack of emphasis on necessary designing and
documentation.
Short iteration may not add enough functionality
Systems can have reduced features that occur due
to time boxing
Difficult to commit the time required for delivering
project

Table 2.5 Agile development comparisons (Cadle, 2009)
In comparison to traditional waterfall projects, an overall project estimate is adjusted
after each project phase or iteration to improve estimates accuracy. There are several
Agile sub‐methods like XP or SCRUM, which are slightly different from each other. In
general, Agile community gives preference to expertise‐based estimation techniques over
algorithmic methods or some mixed methods, like Agile COCOMO II. The main idea of
Agile estimation is to use whatever techniques project teams have the most expertise in,
rather than to dedicate a single expert to producing an estimate for everyone or for the
entire project.
In XP (Agile method), cost estimating is based on software features instead of
developer’s activities. It is done by selecting the important requirement first with a
maximum value and the least amount spent. This allows customers to see what needs to
be included depending on the budget (Laurance, 2002). In SCRUM, estimation of backlog
features is done by the product owner (client) or with a help of SCRUM master (supplier).
Each feature in the backlog has a value and prioritized according to the customer’s point
of view (Vandersleen, 2010). Every sprint starts from estimation the feature by dividing it
into activities no more than 16 man‐hours. Agile estimation should measure shorter
cycles rather broad deliverables, and should be applied in multiple increments, which can
correspond to sprints, iterations or other time boxes.
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RUP
The Rational Unified Process (RUP) is an iterative software development process, which is
based on a set of building blocks, or content elements, describing what is to be produced,
the necessary skills required and the step‐by‐step explanation describing how specific
development goals are to be achieved (Kroll, IBM Rational, 2004). The main building
content elements are the following: roles, work products, tasks.
Advantages
Emphasis on accurate documentation
Less time is required for integration as the process
of integration goes on throughout the software
development life cycle.
The development time required is less due to reuse
of components.

Disadvantages
Require careful change request management
On cutting edge projects which utilize new
technology, the reuse of components will not be
possible.
The development process is too complex and
disorganized.

Table 2.6 RUP development comparisons (Kroll, IBM Rational, 2004)
Expertise based estimation can be applied on the stage of iterations planning. As usual,
very little detailed data is available about the system being built, which limits the
opportunity for using algorithmic estimation methods. That is why estimation based on
use cases can be very helpful (Temnenco, 2007). Furthermore, at early stage of RUP
project, it may be useful to apply learning‐oriented estimation to assess the resources
required for the first iterations. As an example, neuron networks estimation with
introduced learning algorithm can be applied. The main difference of estimations in RUP
in comparison to tradition Waterfall approach is that RUP relies more on expertise‐ based
estimation, especially during the Inception phase (Kroll, Planning and estimating a RUP
project using IBM Rational SUMMIT Ascendant, 2010). However, after the elaboration
phase of RUP project when the important data of future system has been collected,
algorithmic model‐based estimation can give better results than Expertise based
methods.
PPS
PPS ‐ Practical Project Steering, method developed by Tieto. PPS works for both small and
large projects in different lines of business. The purpose of PPS is “to contribute to more
successful projects by describing a steering model for active planning and leading of an
individual project, a programme or an entire project portfolio” (Tieto, 2008). Costs
estimation is done on the alternatives based on work packages. Each of the work
packages consists of man‐hours and expenses. The default estimating method is expert‐
based method called "Lichtenberg" Estimation, which was described before in part 2 of
this report. The next comparison figure illustrates the most popular project life cycle
processes.
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Waterfall process
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Figure 2.4. Implementation/development process comparison (Hamilton‐Whitaker, 2010)

2.5

General estimating process for software development project

Very rarely the estimator has detail software requirements specification document at the
beginning (Green, 2006). Customer usually provides just overview information about
what they need. The estimator should rely on data and documents available before one
starts the design, such as the functional and non‐functional requirements, workflows,
use‐cases and etc. Here is an ideal list of data the estimator needs to have for estimating,
which was prepared as a result of the survey among senior IT experts in Sweden and
Belarus, and using the estimation steps proposed by the University of Edinburgh (Service
Estimation Guidelines and Templates, 2010):
Business modeling (goal model, concepts, glossary, information model, business
logic)
Current project state and dependencies from the third parties
System vision, related systems/applications.
Functional specifications
Basic scope ‐ at least product modules (high‐level).
Use cases scope in terms of use cases, user stories or any other means of
specifying user requirements (without detailed step‐by‐step definition).
Main / general workflows
Cost/Budget
Specific non‐functional requirements (if exist)
Specific technology the project is planned to be built on (if exist)
Time plan
Transition phase details (i.e. how the project is planned to be delivered)
Draft mockups / wireframes / at least understanding of GUI
Other requirements (performance, security, scalability, etc.)
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In table 2.7, important steps are summarized before preceding the request to estimator
in software development industry.
Step
Step 1

Action
To gain at least high level requirements (it can
be informal way) from internal person or
directly from the client
If there are no requirements, the estimator
asks to provide vision of the project.
It is important to understand if customer can
clearly outline business need and value from a
project

Action results
High level requirements

Start analyzing received vision of the project
from the following sides:
Main business workflow(s).
Main steps and stakeholders.
Expected user roles to have in the system.
Actions to perform by each user role.
If the estimator has understanding of the
future system, he/she breaks it down to
functional parts

Workflow diagram, activity diagram.
Role map.
Use case diagrams

Step 4

Based on role map and use case diagrams
(step 2), the estimator breaks functional parts
(step 4) to more discrete pieces that are easy
to estimate

Discrete pieces of functional parts

Step 5

Starting estimating from discrete pieces,
applying estimation techniques

Step 2

Step 3

Business need/challenge/problem.
‐ Background of the project
‐ How they came to this idea
‐ Why the business needs arise
‐ What goals the client plans to achieve by
getting this implemented
‐ What business value the client hopes to get

Functional parts of future system.
If any non‐functional requirements exist, the
estimator draws either in separate
ProjectPlan/WBS section, or go with
appropriate functional requirements

Table 2.7 Basic steps before proceeding estimations in software development project
Ideally, each high‐level requirement from a vision document should have a list of
questions to further refine estimator’s understanding (Estimation Guidelines and
Templates, 2007). There are other clarification questions in order to better understand
each of a requirement. It depends on how much information an estimator receives from
the client and how available client is to provide further details. When the estimator has
clear vision of the project, workflow diagram, activity diagram, role map, use case
diagrams, functional parts (functional requirements) and discrete pieces of functional
parts, it is easier to proceed man hour’s estimations and prepare a project Plan with WBS.
But this is general picture of how the estimation process looks in software development
project.
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2.6

General estimating process for change requests

Usually most of change request go over a standard procedure named impact analysis
(Change Control Process, 2010). According to standard change control process document,
there is a standard procedure, which has entry criteria, tasks, and verification, change
control status reporting and exit criteria.

Entry Criteria

•
•
•
•

Change control board is established for the project
Baseline work products exist
The Originator has submitted a valid issue or change request with all necessary
information to the CCB Chair (Chairperson of the change control board)
The change control tool sets the issue’s initial status to Submitted

Table.2.8 General entry criteria to proceed CRs (Change Control Process, 2010)
There are different variants of change requests. Any stakeholder of the project can
submit the following types of issues to the change control system:
•

Requests for requirements changes (additions, deletions, modifications, deferrals)
in software currently under development
Reports of problems in current production or beta test systems
Requests for enhancements in current production systems
Requests for new development projects

•
•
•

Depending on the request, small/straight forward CRs would only require that the
supplier consults with the technicians (usually it is done by system architect). Larger or
complex changes might require workshop together with a customer. In order to estimate
change request, the estimator first needs to clarify the following CR details from the client
(Change Control Process, 2010):
1.
2.
3.
4.

Business need for this update, reasons for making, expected benefits
Expected result (functional requirements )
Desirable time for impact analysis procedure
Desirable deliverable time of the CR

Then, proceed with impact analysis:
5. Analysis of requirements (functional, non‐functional)
6. CRs’ contradiction to current and relevant projects
7. Impact on related existing and developing applications
8. Impact on already developed functionality
9. Impact on test cases
10. Define which part of the CR was previously agreed in the current scope of work
11. Impact on cost and time plan
12. Other possible consequences analysis
Then, the estimator suggests the client this CR and other solutions with best
implementation ideas. On this stage the estimator needs to decide what solution to take
and how to implement it. It is important that the client confirms and understands all the
impacts. For the suggested solutions, the estimator provides at least two ways of how to
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implement the CR more efficiently for both a client and supplier. If the CR impacts on
timeline, the estimator should ask the client, how to prioritize. Finally, the estimator
should receive an approval on possible CR’s consequences with new cost and new
deadline. It is important to ask the client if other CRs are expected and why.
To summarize general estimation process for change requests, a process model
which is shown on figure 2.5 was made to better understand the way of estimating CRs.

Figure 2.5. General CR estimating process
The process on figure 2.5 will be compared with Scania Networks CRs estimation process.
The differences will be analyzed for a possible improvement. It is important to
understand change request process, because simple CR may affect existing features,
which at the same time may affect development and QA effort significantly. So, the goal
for the estimator is to find boarders of this CR in order to see how much efforts it may
require for its implementation then. The best way is to have this process described in the
beginning of the project/work, and put it into the agreement. In addition, unexpected CRs
development risks should be included in total estimation in the beginning.
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3 Scania Networks
3.1

Scania Networks organization

Scania Networks is a support organization at Sales and Service part of Scania, which is
responsible for training and supporting retail operations. Figure 3.1 shows the place of
Scania Network organization in general S&S structure.

Figure 3.1 Sales and Service Management structure (Scania, Sales and Service
Management, 2010)
Scania Networks consists of 7 departments with MD on the head (Scania, Scania
Networks organization describtion, 2010):
1. ENA – Applications and Portfolio
2. ENB – Business development
3. ENC – Financial Controlling
4. ENS – Implementation and Marketing
5. ENM – Sites Management (“site” in term of market or business unit)
6. ENO – Operations and Support
7. ENH – Human Resources
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Figure 3.2. Scania Networks organization structure (Scania, Scania Networks organization
describtion, 2010)
ENM department is the largest one at Scania Networks and includes four main business
regions called Sites, which are separate legal entities or merged organizations. ENM act
as a head of IT management group. Each of the sites should have the same structure as
ENA has (for example, ENMB – Benelux is very similar as ENA). ENA department is
responsible for Scania Applications portfolio development and implementation. This role
is partly shared with ENM Sites. ENA consist of five sub‐departments related to specific
business process: Sales to Deliver (ENAS), Contracted services (ENAC), Parts and
Workshops (ENAP), ENAF (Finance and Administration) and ENAD (Portfolio architecture
and cross processes). Detail ENA roles and responsibilities can be found in Appendix.
Costs forecast and calculations, pricing and invoicing are handled by ENC department.
ENS is responsible for implementation projects and marketing. ENB is responsible for
processes and strategy of EN. There is a special group working on clients assignments
called AD (assignment directive) project working group. This group is a team of Scania
networks different departments which works on process directives (how incoming
assignments should go, to whom, from, standard form of the assignment, how to
manage/prioritize the assignments.

3.2

Types of clients’ assignments at Scania Networks

There is a standard template and process for clients’ assignment at Scania Networks. In
order to estimate accurately, it is important to take into account type of software project.
Scania Networks determine 4 types of projects: implementation, development, pre‐study,
maintenance. Every project starts with filling client’s assignment template.
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Figure 3.3. Scania Networks clients’ assignment template (Scania, Scania Networks
assignment directive template, 2011)
The template consists of four windows or parts. Each of the part is filled by the client with
a help of Scania networks consultant if necessary. The first part describes purpose of the
project (Why part), prerequisites (legal, architectural, business case, other). The second
has high level information about the scope and project vision (What part). Here the
project is classified according to business process required. The third part (When part) has
desired finished date provided by the client depending on project stage with expected
time plan, and rough estimations with a type of project. On the forth part there are
assignor department (contact person), assignee department (with contact person),
financer, involved Scania’s organization, for example, EN is Scania Networks, involved
business units, responsible person signature and date. The figure 3.4 shows clients’
assignments directive process flow, which is currently not working yet, but was approved
by AD group and EN management.
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Figure 3.4. Scania Networks assignments directive process (Scania, Scania Networks
assignment directive template, 2011)
Scania Networks client assignments come from different sources. Assignments can come
from one of three Scania regions, which are: CNE – Central‐Northern Europe, WSE – West
and South Europe, AAA‐ South America, Africa and Australia. At the same time, within EN
group, there are two sources of income client’s assignments: customers (distributors and
dealers) or Scania business principals. Depending on request, client assignments can
come to all members of ENA, ENB, ENS and ENM groups. At the moment, the assignments
are discussed during the AD meeting once per month, but according to new implementing
process, all the assignments will be forwarded to one incoming email box, which will be
managed by ENA and ENS representatives. According to requirements to my thesis, the
estimation method must match new AD process, which is implementing now.
Implementation Assignments
The implementation project is steering according to PPS. On table 3.1 there is a high level
activities list in implementation projects according to Scania Implementation Process with
PPS decision points (DPs).
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DP1 ‐ Decision to approve the Assignment Directive and decision to start the
project and initiate preparations.
PERFOM PRE‐STUDY

PROJECT MANAGEMENT

REQUIREMENTS

PROJECT PLANNING
ACTIVITY PLAN FOR ALL
INTERFACES

INFRASTRUCTURE INVESTIGATION

FINAL PROJECT DEFINITION

PROCESS PRE STUDY

ALLOCATE RESOURCES

APPLICATION PRE STUDY
DP2 ‐ Approval of the preliminary Project Definition and decision: to continue,
interrupt or repeat the preparations.

PROJECT ADMINISTRATION
PROJECT MEETINGS

PROJECT DEFINITION & APPROVAL
DP3 ‐ Approval of the Project Definition and decision that there is a
sufficiently good basis for making commitment for the remainder of the project.
PROJECT IMPLEMENTATION
DP4 ‐ Decision to begin work to produce the agreed results.
PRE PRODUCTION DEVELOPMENT
DP5 ‐ Decision to continue or change the project commitment.
LOCAL SET UP
BUSINESS ACCEPTANCE TEST
DP6 ‐Decision to approve delivery of the project’s result or partial result
END USERS TRAINING (REAL SYSTEM)
DP6 ‐Decision to approve delivery of the project’s result or partial result
GO LIVE
PREPARATION OF PRODUCTION ENVIROMENT
BEFORE GO LIVE
GO LIVE
DP6 ‐Decision to approve delivery of the project’s result or partial result
PRODUCTION ON‐SITE SUPPORT
DP7 ‐Decision to approve the transfer of responsibility for the project’s result.
HANDOVER TO MAINTANANCE ORGANIZATION
PREPARE CLOSING
EVALUATION AND FOLLOW‐UP
PROJECT CLOSURE
CLOSE PROJECT
DP8 ‐ Decision to conclude the project.

Table 3.1. Implementation project activities reporting hours template at Scania Networks
(Tieto, 2008), (Scania, Implementation Decision Process, 2011)
Development Assignments
Development projects at Scania Networks are following Scania Software development
standard, which is based on RUP. RUP project is steering according to PPS. In figure 3.5
there is a software development process with decision points according to PPS.
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Figure 3.5 Scania software development process, RUP‐PPS (Scania, Software development
lifecycle based on RUP, 2010).
From another site, each of the project stage consists of several activities. In RUP there are
standard 6 activities, which are performing during the whole project. In order to estimate
man‐hours effort, it is important to understand what is included per each of these 6 high
level activities. On table 3.2 I made an activities list template for Scania development
projects according to Software Development Process.
1. Business Modeling

Configuration and Change Management

Process model (artifacts, resources/layers)

Configuration Management Plan

Information model

Project Repository

Business Interaction model

Project Workspace

Goal model

CRs

Glossary

Project Management

2. Requriements

PDF

Project vision

Project Vision

Use‐Case Model and Use Cases list

Use‐Case Model

Functional requirements

Supplementary Specification

Non‐functional requirements

Time and cost for the Elaboration phase

Architecture requriements

Rough estimation of total project

Service/organisation requirements

Project plan with phases and iterations

3. Analysis & Design

Iteration plan

Software architecture document (SAD)

Risks list

Architecture Proof of Concept

Status Reports
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User Interface Prototype

Business Acceptance approval

Design Model

Operations Acceptance approval

Data Model

Final Report

Deployment Model

Environment

Unit Test Results

Process Assess & Review Record

4. Implementation

Product reviews

5. Test

Development environment

Master Test Plan (test data, test ideas)

System Test environment

Test Environment Configuration

Infrastructure environment

Test Cases

Development Case

Test Evaluation Summary

Development Tools

6. Deployment
Deployment Plan
Requests For Change (RFC)
Product Release Information (PRI)
End User Support Material
Training Material
Installation Artifacts

Table 3.2. Activities list in development projects based on Scania SDP (Scania, Software
development lifecycle based on RUP, 2010).
Maintenance Assignments
Maintenance projects at Scania Networks are projects which include CRs releases. In the
figure 3.6 there is a process describing CRs handling at Scania Networks. There are five
major parties in CR process: application supplier (i.e, ADP), process owner, Scania
Networks, support (ASD) and customer. Customer initiates a request and provides
business case description by contacting with support (ASD). The support together with
Scania Networks decide, weather the request should be considered as a CR or not. If a
decision is positive, Scania Networks together with application supplier makes estimation
of this CR according to the information provided by the customer (figure 3.6).
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Figure 3.6. Scania Networks CRs process (Scania, Detailed CR process for automaster,
2011)
If there is a single or couple of small CRs, they are not considered as a separate project. If
a client requires developing and implementing a number of CRs or some big CR, this type
of request considered as a CR release project and belongs to maintenance type of
projects at Scania Networks (Figure 3.3). Each of CR must be described in detail in order
to proceed estimations. CR estimations are usually done by the application supplier based
on specifications received, for example, in Automaster application, estimates and CR
development it done by external supplier ADP Company.
At the end of the process, a specification offer is created and sent for approval to
the customer. The next step is to develop and test the CR based on approved
specification. Finally, after successful implementation of the CR, lessons learned
document and other follow ups are provided by involved organizations and resources.
The process of change requests estimation and proceeding at Scania Networks is much
related to the process described in chapter 2.5 with even more details.
Actual hours reporting
If you look into reporting activities efforts at Scania Networks, you will find that actual
effort hours are reported according to pre‐defined set up of high level activities in Oracle
Time & Labor (OTL) tool. Table 3.3 shows development, implementation and maintenance
activities, which efforts are currently reported and then invoiced to a customer.
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Development project

Implementation project Maintenece project

Analysis & Design
Test
Acceptance Test
System Test
Bus. Modelling & Req.
Conclusion
Config. & Change Mgmt
Deployment
Development

Conversion
Feasibility Work
Integrations
Meetings
Project Management
Setup
Setup: Application
Setup: Infra
Testing

Environment

Training

Implementation

Architecture
CR’s
Documentation
General
Meetings
Specification
Testing
Travelling

Travelling

Project Management
Requirment
Travelling

Work

Table 3.3. Project activities reporting hours template at Scania Networks, OTL
Here is an example how the time report looks like for development project.
Project Number ‐ Name

Task Name

Employee Name Jan Feb Mar Apr Total (hs)

CM DEV IT ASIA PROGRAM

Analysis & Design

Name 1

1

25

Name 2

26

16

Bus. Modelling & Req

Conclusion

42

24

92
42

Name 3

8

2

..

42

11

6

59

6

22

28

14

10

1

4

5

1

1
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Config. & Change Mgm

24

24

Development

54

54

Project Management

96

52
20

148
8

28

101 126 142 121
30
Travelling

16

29

12

489
75
12

12

12

Table 3.4. Example of time report, development project, Scania Networks, OTL
Assignments Prioritization
There are around 40 different applications classified according to relevant business
process. Here is a selection of the most frequent applications where estimations are done
for: AM DMS (Automaster Dealer Management System), AM P&W, VS, DPA, SDS (Dealer
Management System), CAST (Computer Aided Sales Tool), CESOW (Central Specification
on the Web System), RAMAS, SBA (Scania Business Analyzer), SPAS (Distributor Parts
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Administrative System), SPISA (centrally stores sales support information),Workshop
information status reporting system, Autoline, I.H.S. Axapta. Assignment prioritization is
an ongoing developing process. Large assignments are prioritized according to Scania S&S
IT governance, on CRIM meetings. General prioritization criterion is that existing
customers are first and ongoing projects have higher priority than new coming.

3.3

Time & Cost Estimation by Infomate

Lichtenberg estimation method is currently used at Scania Networks organization for
estimating assignments and calculation uncertainty. In addition, it is a standard
estimation technique at Scania’s internal IT provider called Infomate. This company
handles most of the development assignments and development tasks done during the
implementation assignments. Estimation process used in Infomate consists of the
following steps (Infomate, 2010):
•
•
•
•
•
•

Step1. Verify that basic input is good enough for estimation
Step2. Invite concerned competences to estimation/planning workshops
Step3. Summarize the results into a plan
Step4. Get approval from the assigner/steering group to continue
Step5. Follow up
Step6. Repeat the process before each phase/iteration start, until project end

Infomate uses the following input data in to do estimations: assignment directive,
feasibility report, frame for budget, earlier estimations, experience‐base for time‐
estimations , use‐cases, risk analysis, change requests, follow ups, spent time. Some of
the roles involved in estimation are: system analyst, software architect, test manager,
project manager and other specialists in identified application, technology or industry
domain areas. Infomate suggests some principals for successful project estimation, like
(Infomate, 2010):
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

3.4

Plan in detail, work breakdown structure in suitable activities
Overall planning for the remaining of the project, based on historic facts
Adjusting throughout the project
Risks/uncertainty will be eliminated by breaking down activities
Follow‐up over time, with relation to earlier estimations
New prognosis to visualize the estimations
Result at this point compared to earlier estimations
Deviations (scope) handled by Change Control Board (CCB)

Workshop results

The investigations at Scania Networks showed that some of the estimation techniques
were already known to employees, but never or rarely used. Most of the employees also
were interested in analysis effort method, but never used it. As it was mentioned in
method part 1.5, there was a survey and workshop conducted during my research at
Scania Networks. The workshop results were:
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•
•
•
•

Determined common high level activities for AM DMS P&W, SBA, HIS applications
Definition what is an ideal and worst case scenarios project
Percent efforts to each phase for ideal and worst case scenarios project for the
following applications: AM DMS P&W, SBA, I.H.S. (Glossary).
Risk factors levels

In addition, first draft initial man‐hours estimations for high level activities were prepared
(including efforts of Scania Networks, Scania internal organizations, infomate, ADP or
other external suppliers). These results will be presented in chapter 4.2. Survey results are
included in part 3.5 Barriers for estimation process.

3.5

Barriers for estimation process

There are different problems on a way of estimating and many factors affecting the
accuracy at Scania Networks. The internal survey found some barriers in estimating. In
general, I can group these barriers into four main parts (Lukas, 2006):
•
•
•
•

Poor communication
Lack of scope definition
Unrealistic client expectations
Optimistic team members

Poor communication
•
•

The estimator makes a mistake by trying to read the customer’s mind and guess.
Lack in communication between different project groups ‐> “double” concurrent
work.

Usually, project manager or business analyst is communicating with a client on the
preparations of one‐page assignment template phase (Scania, Scania Networks
assignment directive template, 2011). The process starts from gathering client’s
requirements with a help of project manager, business unit account manager, or business
analyst at Scania Networks. Then, preparing major deliverables, work breakdown scope,
and finally, project schedule followed by time/cost estimation. Sometimes it is difficult or
impossible to get all important information from the client due to lack in feedback from
the client or difficulties to find the right person internally at Scania Networks. Thus, the
estimator makes a mistake by trying to read the customer’s mind and guess.
Furthermore, in estimation process some of the important roles are missing. In
particular, architects and test (QA) managers are normally not involved in estimation
process. Taking into account that QA and testing takes around 25‐35% of total projects
efforts at Scania Networks, it would be reasonable to include them into estimation
practice too. Architects should give estimation value especially in those projects, where
plenty of integrations are expected.
Finally, quite often double work is done in Scania Networks because of lack in
communication between different application usage experts and project managers. For
example, the task of how to integrate application A with application B can be done in
parallel by both project managers in application A and B, which results in addition
overhead.
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Lack of scope definition
I identified the following threats:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Required information in one‐page assignment is missing or lacking
No common repository of previous projects
Lack in follow ups – templates exist, but content is different
No standard activities list description
No check lists of use cases or functional requirements
Missing feedback from architects and test (QA) managers

Another important and common barrier on the way of successful estimating is lack of
scope defined. This issue is followed directly from poor communication, which has just
been described. Since it is impossible to estimate what is unknown, the estimator needs
to define a scope. Sometimes required information in one‐page assignment is missing or
lacking, so the estimator needs to have an opportunity to receive missing data from other
source, for example, previous projects repository or asking the right person with similar
experience. The main reason of lack in scope is poor follow ups in terms of searchable
content and unavailable detail breakdown activities level from third parties supplier like
ADP.
Unrealistic client expectations
•
•

Clients are expected the same accuracy of estimation with no difference whether
the scope is 0% or 100% defined.
The client doesn’t understand the level of complexity of the implementation or
development

Most of the clients are expected the same accuracy of estimation with no difference
whether the scope is 0% defined or 100% defined. For example, in implementation
projects at Scania Networks, clients expect very short time period of project launch.
Usually the client does not understand the level of complexity of the implementation, in
particular, integrations, Infrastructure, processes and other important factors with a high
influence on cost/time estimating.
Optimistic team members
•
•

Most projects are underestimated
Some of the items to be estimated are simply missed or forgot

One of general and common practice at Scania networks is that estimators almost always
underestimate the total project costs due to being too optimistic. The reason might be
that the project seems to be familiar, but the estimator forgets to consider the level of
complexity or underestimate the size of the project. Another reason for being too
optimistic is that the estimator has no clear estimation guideline with usually forgotten
cost items or activities.
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4

Estimation guideline for Scania Networks

4.1

Recommendations for choosing estimation methods

Estimation recommendations
At Scania Networks organization, total price of the project include efforts of: Scania
networks, Infomate (Scania internal IT supplier), application supplier (for example,
Microsoft, ADP, IBM). Unfortunately, Scania clients’ effort is usually not available for
analysis, but this information will be useful to estimate entire costs including markets
(clients) contribution.
Lack of scope can be overcome by using customized checklists, for example, use
case checklists or functional requirements checklists. This solution can be very helpful to
refine a scope and prepare rough estimations. Lack of communication can be
compensated by using more agile project planning methodologies.
Furthermore, there must be a work process to maintain and continues improving
the estimation process; in particular, creating different type of checklists of activities per
different application, use cases checklists, functional requirements checklists and other.
There must be a repository of recording projects’ size and effort data, assumptions and
risks made in estimations, especially if the company decides to use and get value out of
tools like SLIM, EBS and others.
From the first look, it seems that the most applicable algorithmic‐based method
for development projects is COCOMO II. It has good range of impacting factors with
different weights. The method was based on more than 160 projects data, and it is
commonly used on software development outsourcing industry (Lum, 2003). However,
one of the input parameters in COCOMO II is size, which is represented in thousands of
source lines of code (KSLOC). It makes COCOMO II suitable for development and
maintenance projects in general, but in Scania Networks there is no statistics of lines of
code being used in development, also there is no function points follow ups, and what is
more important, there is no intention to collect this statistics in future either. Therefore,
there are two approaches: either to change size parameter by another equivalent, or
simply choose another method for estimation. Considering the first approach, it will
require to analyze the influence of new size parameter on other calibrated inputs, like
influence of technical and environmental factors, A and B constants and other. It will
require validating new data on rather large amount of projects. Thus, considering the
scope of my thesis and available time, I decided to take another variant. But before that,
I have tried to apply Functional‐Points analysis in order to find equivalent of KSLOC (1000
source lines of code).The idea was to avoid working with lines of code, but to work
instead with Functional‐Points. According to method specification, it is possible to
calculate lines of code with a help of Functional‐Points (COCOMO™ II, 2010). In
particular, I have checked whether it is possible to estimate size parameter from
unadjusted function points (UFP), and then to convert to SLOC (source lines of code).
Procedures for counting SLOC or UFP were taken from (COCOMO™ II, 2010). However,
the main idea of conversion is based on pre‐defined multipliers for specific programming
language of the application. Scania Networks organization doesn’t work on a level of
programming languages. This low‐level work is done by the application supplier or
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internal supplier, for example, Infomate or ADP. So, there are many barriers on the way of
determination of size in COCOMO II to make it applicable to Scania Networks.
Function points analysis seems suitable for early stage of the project, and it looks
like to be applicable to Scania Networks. However, the main barrier on applying this
method I see in complexity of the estimation process. It starts from determination of
type of function point count, the application boundary, then Identification and rating of
transactional and data function types, determination their contribution to the unadjusted
function point count, value adjustment factor (VAF) and only then calculation of the
adjusted function point count and converting to man‐hours. The method itself gives very
good results in both development and implementation projects, but function points are
not good to measure a size of maintenance efforts (CRs), or when trying to measure
performance issues (Longstreet, 2004).
Another algorithmic approach, which is originally comes from function points, is
Use‐Case‐Points (UCP) analysis. One of the difference is that estimating with a help of
function points usually requires much effort and skill, while Use‐Case‐Points is based on
available use case models. If there are different pre‐defined use cases available,
estimating with Use‐Case‐Points will take very short time and give rather accurate
results. Scania Networks is currently in process of specifying both use cases and test
cases, so this estimation technique might look very interesting for potential estimators
and management team at Scania Networks in long‐term future. In addition, Use‐Case‐
Points estimation is independent on technology and it can be automated and generalized
to different type of development projects. Use Cases are easy to understand by all
stakeholders, so Scania Networks will have higher chances to meet client’s expectations,
both in well established markets like Denmark and Norway, and also in growing markets
like Russia and Asia. Finally, with a help of use case model, project manager can drives
many other important documents, including project planning (complexity, effort and
duration estimates), object models, test case definitions and user documentation.
However, the main disadvantage of this method is that use case documents are mostly
prepared after the project sign off, so there is a risk of wasting time of resources in case if
the client denies the project. In addition, Use Cases Points method was originally
designed for development projects, while the requirement of my thesis to introduce
common method applicable for implementation projects too. That is why it is important
to test the method on implementation projects and than analyze the results (if nessasry,
to calibrate input data and weight of estimates impacting factors).
There is a good stack of test cases at Scania Networks, for example, test cases
from RAMAS and AM DMS P&W implementation in Denmark. I decided to check whether
we can assume that one test case is the same as simple use case. The goal of experiment
was to determine productive factor by identifying number of Use‐Case‐Points with actual
efforts spent on this project. Technical and environmental factors were taken in average.
The results for Automaster were rather good. The PF was 29 man‐hours, while according
to theory it is should be from 15 to 30 man‐hours. However, applying the same
assumptions for RAMAS implementation, gave a production factor with 11 man‐hours,
which was very different from previous result and from theory. One of the reasons I see
in while doing an implementation project, most of the standard transactions do not need
to be developed, but they can be simply enabled by checking the right parameter. So, to
realize a transaction, a small productivity effort is needed, while Use‐Case‐Points
estimate this transaction as it will be development, not set up. From another hand, in the
development project, the transaction must be developed from scratch. Thus, it requires
higher PF. Other reasons can be that test cases don’t cover all the functional
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requirements, or from another hand, they are too many test cases and some of them that
can be united into one use case, will give wrong total amount of Use‐Case‐Points . It will
have an impact of Unadjusted Use Cases Weight. In addition, environment and technical
factors are also different; in my example I used average values, while applying worst EF
and TCF, PF will result in 31 hours per use case point.
As far as I see, there is a solution to build a checklist of different use cases, and
depending on a project, select those use cases that are relevant. Of course, use cases
depend on the project functional requirements and particular goal model, but predefined
use cases can help project manager to save time at least on documenting. Use cases at
Scania Networks are used only in development projects according to SDP. In realty daily
routines, they are mainly used by architects. So, considering advantages and
disadvantages of Use‐Case‐Points, there are still many issues which make the method
difficult to align with Scania Networks requirements.
Analysis effort is another method which seems applicable. It is good for making
rough and proposal estimations before the project starts, so that gives him a big
advantage in comparison to other methods by using it in different type of projects at
Scania Networks. From the other hand, without reliable follow up history of actual efforts
per each task or activity, it seems difficult to apply the method in the middle of ongoing
project. By calibrating the percentages and improving the activities list, the method will
be applicable also during the project too. Since the scope of the report was to introduce a
method for estimation before the project starts, this methods disadvantage can be
skipped, so the method looks good to implement. Another positive side is that analysis
effort results are easily adjusted by Lichtenberg method, which is proposed to use as
Scania according to PPS.
To summarize and compare pros and cons of different methods, I can give the
following recommendations: to use Analyses effort with adjusted Lichtenberg method for
any type of project, follow up and collect functional requirements and use cases
checklists, and as a result, to select Use‐Case‐Points for development projects in future as
the most applicable algorithmic based method. Finally, Evidence‐base Schedule can used
for continues tracking and improving of analyzing effort estimation method at Scania
Networks.
The estimating process should be a repeatable process during the project, for
example, re‐estimating each of the project iteration. In the next parts I will apply
suggested methods considering Scania Networks requirements. It is also very important
to document assumptions and included activities while doing estimations. It will show
both client and estimator the expected risks and possible outcomes.

4.2

Applying analysis effort

Overview
Analysis effort estimation is method for estimating the project efforts by using
estimations of the first stage in project lifecycle, for example, in PPS it is a pre‐study part
(Tieto, 2008). My suggestion is to use this method as a primarily method for estimating
implementation, development and feasibility projects at Scania Networks. It can also be
used in estimating change request releases projects (CRs releases). The idea is that by
knowing estimates for feasibility study and its percent share to total project, the
organization can roughly estimate total efforts of the project. The method is based on
the percent length of each project stage. It works on agreed percent numbers to each of
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the project stage considering three criteria: Size (S), Familiarity (F), and Complexity (C).
For Scania Networks, I suggest to simplify these parameters and consider minimum,
maximum and the most probable project complexity scenarios. For example, minimum
effort value shows minimum possible project size, highest level of familiarity and lowest
level of complexity of the project (ideal scenario). From another hand, max effort value
represents the biggest project size, low level of familiarity and highest complexity (worst
case scenario). In addition, since Scania’s IT internal IT supplier Infomate uses Lichtenberg
estimation model, it can be easily adjusted to minimum maximum and the most probable
effort values produced from analysis effort estimation.
Analysis effort estimation process
The process starts from the point when Scania Networks receives a request from a client
to make rough estimates. I suggest the process on figure 4.1 for analysis effort estimation
method at Scania Networks.
Step
Step 1

Action
Check the content on one‐page assignment
description. Secure that the assignment
contains mandatory information to proceed
rough estimations

Step 2

Senior project managers choose the estimator
considering type of project, application(s),
market and possible existing relations with a
client. Rough estimating task should be highly
prioritized in order to provide a fast feedback
to the client.
Select and estimate an activities list for
feasibility work, inception or requirements
specifications phases depending on type of
project
Adjust Lichtenberg formula for minimum,
maximum and the most probable estimates
Applicable for feasibility/pre‐study
assignment. Add project management efforts
(+35%) and add risks (+30%). Document the
assumptions made.
Applicable for implementation assignment.
Calculate total efforts by using a percent scale
for implementation project. The estimator
chooses a percent scale for ideal, worst and
probable scenarios. Add risks and document
the assumptions
Applicable for development and CRs release
assignment.
Calculate total efforts by using a percent scale
for RUP project. Add risks and document the
assumptions
Review final estimates and assumptions. If
necessary, the estimator can change efforts
breakdown documenting the reasons.

Step 3

Step 4
Step 5.a

Step 5b

Step 5c

Step 6

Action results
Approved assignment template. If not, ask
client to provide missing details. If the
assignment template is ready, the contact
person forwards the assignment to common
email box for all incoming assignments.
Estimator is assigned and the assignment
template is forwarded.

Activities breakdown with unadjusted
estimates

Weighted average estimates
Rough estimates for feasibility/pre‐study
assignment ready

Rough estimates for Implementation
assignment are ready

Rough estimates for development or CRs
assignment are ready

First part project estimated activities list
reviewed with assumptions.

Table 4.1. Analysis effort estimation process description
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Figure 4.1. Process for analysis effort estimation method.
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To use the method, I prepared Excel calculations sheets for development and
implementation projects. Figure 4.2 has a description of the panel in implementation
Excel sheet. The same panels are in the development sheet, but with different activities
and percent scales.
Panel 1. Select activities for feasibility study
Figure 4.2 shows a start panel to select and estimate activities for feasibility work in
implementation project.

Figure 4.2. Feasibility list panel in implementation project estimation
On the left, the estimator selects and put estimates of those activities, which are relevant
to his/her assignment. On the right panel, there are some tips like basic estimates for
activities in different applications implementation. In addition, there is a list of actual
spent efforts per activity from previous projects. The purpose of right panel is to help the
estimator make a decision and put the right estimate. The data on the right panel was
collected from available previous projects follow ups and during the estimation process
workshop at Scania Networks. If some activity is missing, the estimator can add addition
activities. There are three slots for each group of sub activities in feasibility work.
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Panel 2. Percent efforts

Figure 4.3. Percent efforts distribution
Figure 4.3 shows panel 2 with percent efforts depending on complexity of the project
(including efforts of Scania, Infomate and external supplier). Minimum column shows
percent efforts in case of ideal project or project with low level of complexity and highest
level of familiarity. An ideal project could be a project with no unexpected issues that
might impact project budget or duration, for example, familiar implementation, standard
application setup, standard CCS application structures, no integrations with unknown
applications, clear business case, clear functional requirements, processes similar to
Scania, no CRs, available resources, known market and etc. From another hand,
Maximum column shows the percent efforts in a project with worst case scenario. On the
right there are basic percent efforts and actual percent efforts from previous projects.
The estimator can use all tables on the right, both estimated and actual percent efforts.
The data on the right panel was collected from available previous projects follow
ups and during the estimation process workshop at Scania Networks. In general, large
software implementation projects require more efforts to produce paper documents and
fixing bugs than spending efforts on producing software deliverables. The table 4.2
represents the deviations of percent efforts between project activities phases depending
on how large, complex and familiar project is. The percent efforts were prepared with a
help of workshop participants in a form of group discussion. During the workshop, the
task was to analyze how the percentages are shifting considering worst project in
comparison to ideal case scenario. Worst project is a large project with the highest level
of complexity and the lowest level of familiarity. In particularly, worst project means: new
implementation concept, complex application setup, complicated CCS application
structures, lots of integrations with unknown applications, unclear business case, unclear
functional requirements, processes are totally different to Scania, plenty of CRs, lack or
missing available resources, unknown market. The assumptions were made for three
applications: AM DMS P&W, SBA and I.H.S during the workshop. Normal or the most
probable project was calculated as an average between ideal and worst case scenarios.
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Task Name
PROJECT MANAGEMENT
PERFOM PRE‐STUDY
PROJECT DEFINITION APPROVAL
PROJECT IMPLEMENTATION
GO LIVE
HANDOVER TO MAINTANANCE &
SUPPORT ORGANIZATION, PROJECT CLOSE

AM DMS P&W
IDEAL WORST NORMAL
%
%
%
25% 30%
28%
9% 15%
12%
5% 5%
5%
45% 38%
41%
12% 10%
11%
4%

2%

3%

IDEAL
%
25%
8%
10%
37%
11%
9%

SBA
WORST NORMAL
%
%
20%
23%
30%
19%
10%
10%
30%
34%
5%
8%
5%

7%

IHS
IDEAL WORST NORMAL
%
%
%
25%
20%
23%
6%
30%
18%
2%
10%
6%
59%
20%
40%
5%
10%
8%
3%

10%

Table 4.2. Complexity and familiarity impact

Panel 3. Rates adjustment

Figure 4.4. Rates and percent effort adjustment for Scania Networks, Infomate and
external suppliers
On panel 3 on figure 4.4 the estimator puts hourly rates for involved organizations, which
are planning to participate in the project. The estimator also chose the organization’s
level of contribution in terms of percent effort in comparison to total project efforts. If it
is difficult to estimate the percent effort each of the organization, I recommend using the
following default values: Scania – 50%, Infomate – 25%, external suppliers‐ 25%. This
distribution only impacts on average hourly rate with low impact on total estimates.
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7%

Panel 4. Lichtenberg formula and risks adjustment

Figure 4.5. Feasibility work total, risks and Lichtenberg adjustment

Panel 4 has only one input cell – risks. Although the estimator can add any kind of risk he
or she thinks relevant, I suggest the following level of risks in order to better follow up
and analyze estimates:
Risk level

Description

+20%

Low

+30%

Normal

+50%

High

+80%

Highest

All factors are well known to EN (usually the team has previous same project
experience), few integrations with well‐known applications from CCS
portfolio, known market, standard application set up, usually central
installation
Application is well known to EN; but using unfamiliar infrastructure or
processes, higher demands to non‐functional requirements like
performance, reliability or scalability; scope of the project has few functional
requirements gaps, which may result in additional CRs, local installation.
In addition to normal risk description, unusual application(s) structures,
technologies or processes known to a few members within 3rd party
organization (Intonate, ADP, local, but not in EN), part‐time projects
managers, local installations, unusual application set up, short time frame
limits from a client.
In addition to high risk description, application(s) and processes are
unknown to team with no previous relevant projects experience, lots of
integrations required with unknown concurrent applications running; poor
functional specification, probably it will required specific competence or
skills.

Table 4.3. Risk levels and description
Risks impacting factors were identified as a result of the workshop at Scania Networks.
The task was to determine weights of predefined complexity factors and their influence
on the project. As an initial point, I prepared a list of possible complexity factors, and then
each of the participants individually put a weight in front of each factor.
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Blue cells show the calculation results from previous feasibility scope list. Here
Lichtenberg formula used in order to find uncertainty and weighted average effort.
Uncertainty = (Max‐Min)/5
Weighted average = (Min+3*Probable+Max)/5
As a result, this panel produces total costs including risks for feasibility study. It is
important to mention, that the estimator must add project management efforts here, if
his/her task is to estimate a pre‐study assignment. Otherwise, the estimator goes to Panel
5 to see final estimation results for implementation.
Panel 5. Total estimates

Figure 4.6. Total project estimates
Panel 5 shows total efforts and costs with high level activities breakdown. It also has
effort distributed among involved organizations based on selected percent efforts in
panel 3. Left table consists of original non‐ rounding numbers, while right table has
rounding estimates. Usually, when the purpose is to provide rough estimates, the client
doesn’t expect numbers with accuracy up to one hour. That is why I suggest to provide
rounding estimates to the client. Left table has more informative functions to the
estimator, while the right one is to client. The mechanism of calculating numbers is the
following:
1. Total project’s efforts are calculated from total feasibility work effort (including
risks) plus constant efforts for Project Definition Document preparation and
validation.
2. Applying phases percent scale, each of the project phase is calculated from total
project effort number
3. Weighted efforts are calculated based on data values in Min, Max and Probable
columns.
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4. Applying organizations involved percent scale, efforts of Scania, Infomate and
external suppliers are calculated from total effort number.
5. Total costs per organization are calculated from their efforts multiplied on
relevant hourly rate
6. Total project costs are summed up of organizations costs.
It is very important to document the assumptions made while doing estimates, so the
client, management and other estimators will be aware of what was included and
assumed in these estimates. Furthermore, documented assumptions will help to better
analyze this estimates in future comparing with actual efforts.
Tips panels
According to Scania implementation process (Scania, Implementation Decision Process,
2011), there is a standard implementation process with a number of activities depending
on application. I made a high level activities list for implementation project, which is
common to most of the CCS portfolio applications (Table 4.4). These high level activities
were agreed during the workshop at Scania Networks. Panel 7 consists of one level down
activates, which can be found in this report in Appendix.
PROJECT MANAGEMENT
PERFOM PRE-STUDY
PROJECT DEFINITION APPROVAL
PROJECT IMPLEMENTATION
PRE PRODUCTION SET UP
LOCAL SET UP
BUSINESS ACCEPTANCE TEST
END USERS TRAINING (REAL SYSTEM)
GO LIVE
HANDOVER TO MAINTANANCE & SUPPORT ORGANIZATION, PROJECT CLOSE

Table 4.4 High level activities list for implementation project (Scania, Implementation
Decision Process, 2011)
Estimates for AM DMS P&W, SBA and I.H.S. on panel 1 and 2 were produced during the
workshop at Scania Networks. Other applications estimates were provided by application
managers outside the workshop. Tables 4.5 and 4.6 have basic estimated and actual
percent efforts to each of the implementation project phase for the Ideal project. They
can be found in panel 1 and 2 in the Excel sheet on the right site.
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IDEAL PROJECT basic metrics (no
unexpected issues)

Task Name
PROJECT MANAGEMENT (fixed %)
PERFOM PRE‐STUDY
PROJECT DEFINITION APPROVAL
PROJECT IMPLEMENTATION
GO LIVE
HANDOVER TO MAINTANANCE &
SUPPORT ORGANIZATION, PROJECT
CLOSE

Total (man‐hours)

Including providers (EN, Infomate, ADP), no markets
AM
DMS
P&W
SBA I.H.S.
WPU
AM VS Axapta SDS‐Q
%
%
%
%
%
%
%
26%
26% 26%
32%
14 %
26%
26%
9%
7%
6%
16 %
11 %
20%
3%
4%
9%
2%
4%
5%
5%
9%
45%
37% 61%
40 %
53 %
39%
46%
10 % (with
12%
11%
3%
roll out)
4%
5%
14%

4%

9%

3%

3%

100% 100% 100%
100%
1121 hs 216 hs 710 hs 1242 hs

13%

5%

100 %
910 hs

100%
305 hs

3%
100%
608 hs

Table 4.5. High level activities list with percent effort estimates, implementation
For development project, percent distribution is the following:
TOTAL PROJECT EFFORTS
Min

Percentages
Max
Probable

INCEPTION

7%

15%

10%

ELABORATION

22%

30%

26%

CONSTRUCTION

55%

45%

51%

TRANSITION

16%

10%

13%

Table 4.6. High level percent efforts distribution in Scania RUP phases
Example
The example shows how the analysis effort method works and how the process flows.
Step 1
A business unit account manager from ENS department receives a request from a ABC
company in Russia. The task is to provide rough estimates for a prospective
implementation project of AM DMS P&W. Based on this estimates, the client will make a
decision whether to proceed this implementation or not. The client expects to receive
rough estimations during the week. The account manager checks if all the required details
are available from the client’s side (Table 4.1, Step1). In this example, one‐page
assignment template is completed and has all the important information to accept
estimating request.
Step 2
The account manager forwards the completed assignment template to incoming email
box, where all the assignments must be sent. Representatives from ENA and ENS
departments decide the most appropriate estimator considering type of project,
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application(s), market and possible existing relations with a client. In this example, there
are the following assignment details:
1. Type of project: implementation
2. Type of application to be implemented: AM DMS P&W
3. Market ‐ Russia
4. The client is an existing customer
Based on this input and considering internal resources availability, it was decided to
assign project manager from ENAP department to prepare rough estimations for this
assignment.
Step 3
After studying the assignment description, project manager prepares an activities list for
feasibility work by choosing the necessary activities from the Excel implementation sheet.
The list of Feasibility work generic activities list is in Appendix. As a result, feasibility work
consists of 30 activities for expected ideal project and 55 activities in case of worst
scenario. Activities for an ideal scenario resulted to 80 man‐hours in total. In worst case
scenario, 55 activities project sums up in 250 man‐hours. For minimum estimates, project
manager made the following assumptions: familiar implementation, standard AM DMS
P&W setup, standard CCS application structures, no integrations with unknown
applications, Scania, no change requests planning, available resources, known market
legal requirements.
For maximum estimates, Project manager made the following assumptions:
complicated AM DMS P&W setup, complicated CCS application structures, lots of
integrations with unknown applications expected, unclear functional requirements which
might result in lots of change requests during the project, lack or missing required
resources, unknown processes. So, considering those assumptions, rough estimates for
pre‐study are from 80 man‐hours to 250. The most probable estimates are corresponding
normal case scenario and result in 160 hours.
Step 4
Project manager took default percent efforts from table 4.2 for Automaster DMS P&W,
and put 50% percent contribution to Scania, 25% to Scania’s IT supplier Infomate, and
25% to owner of Automaster DMS P&W ADP company (external supplier). He also put
relevant hourly rates.
Step 5
Adjusting Lichtenberg formula and adding normal risks (+30%), feasibility work resulted in
Table 4.6.
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Feasibility work: 80 hs, 160 hs, 250 hs
Feasability work
Sub‐Total (without risks)

Sub‐totals
Min

Max

80 hs

Lichetenberg adjustment

Probable

Uncertainty

Weighted
average

250 hs

160 hs

34 hs

162 hs

Risk adjustment

30%

Total incld. risks

104 hs

325 hs

208 hs

44 hs

211 hs

Round numbers

100 hs

330 hs

210 hs

46 hs

210 hs

Table 4.6. Example, feasibility work estimates (part of implementation project)
So, minimum efforts for feasibility work are: 100 man‐hours. Maximum efforts are 330
hours, the most probable – 210, uncertainty is 46 hours, and weighted average 210 hours
for feasibility work included risks, but excluding project management efforts.
Step 6
Finally, Project manager gets total estimates breakdown per high level activity and per
organization involved.

Actvitiy

Total estimates with rounding
Weighted
From
To
Probable
average

PROJECT MANAGEMENT

190 hs

490 hs

340 hs

340 hs

FEASABILITY WORK

100 hs

330 hs

210 hs

210 hs

20 hs

50 hs

30 hs

30 hs

330 hs

620 hs

510 hs

490 hs

GO LIVE

90 hs

160 hs

140 hs

130 hs

HANDOVER TO MAINTANANCE &
SUPPORT ORGANIZATION, PROJECT CLOSE

30 hs

30 hs

30 hs

30 hs

Efforts of Scania Networks

380 hs

840 hs

630 hs

620 hs

Efforts of Infomate

190 hs

420 hs

310 hs

310 hs

Efforts of External Supplier

190 hs

420 hs

310 hs

310 hs

Total efforts, man‐hours

760 hs

1680 hs

1250 hs

1240 hs

PROJECT DEFINITION APPROVAL
(constant)
PROJECT IMPLEMENTATION

Table 4.6. Example, total estimates (part of implementation project)
So, total rough estimates are: from 760 hours to 1680 man‐hours, with weighted average
(Lichtenberg formula) 1240 man‐hours.
Organizations efforts are: Scania networks – 620 man‐hours, Infomate – 310, ADP – 310 .
For minimum estimates the following assumptions were made: no unexpected issues that
might affect project budget or duration, standard AM DMS P&W setup and standard
implementation, no integrations with unknown applications, fixed requirements with no
change requests expected, available resources from third parties (ADP, infomate). The
estimations will be probably different after conducting a feasibility work.
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Step7
Project manager reviewed rough estimates per activity again and assumptions m’ade
comparing with general implementation activities list in Appendix. As a result, he decided
to attach the scope of feasibility work he selected to avoid potential misunderstanding.
Also he added the description of why he chased risk vale 30% , so the client and
stakeholders are aware of what was assumed and included in estimation.
Method Benefits
I can formulate benefits into the following statements:
• Fast response to the customer ‐> better customer’s satisfaction.
• Response time – 2‐5 days instead of 2‐4 weeks ‐ > up to 75% time response
improvement
• Time/cost effective ‐ up to 80% less efforts spent on estimation
o 4‐8 man‐hours efforts instead of 10‐40.
• 6‐32 man‐hours savings per estimation request
• Less risk to miss important activity – need to estimate in detail only 10‐15% of the
project
• More objective – Input parameters are easily to calibrate and improved over time
due to input from all project managers from different EN groups
• Easy to understand ‐> easy to implement
• Connected to Infomate estimations (Lichtenberg formula)
• Applicable for rough and proposal estimates
• No need to install additional software or buy commercial web tools
• Assigned with a new AD process
Method Risks
•
•
•
•
•
•

Estimates depends on selecting the right estimator
Applicable at the beginning and on early stage of the projects, but hard to use in
the middle of the project
Percent scales are based on a small history of follow ups and on estimates made
during the workshop
Might be confusing to use percent scales per application for implementation of
several CCS applications
Misunderstanding of what is included into the specific phase or activity
At the moment, no trust to OTL hours reports per activity

Risk overcome strategy and recommendations
Here are my recommendations for method maintenance at Scania Networks. First, I
suggest collecting and following up projects with following data:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Actual effort total and breakdown
Estimated effort total with assumptions made
Estimated effort breakdown (between project phases)
Schedule—estimated and actual
Non‐functional requirements (reliability and performance)
Size breakdown between major components
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•
•
•
•
•
•

Size in terms of number of users
Risks (identified, occurred, not identified, the impact, risk overcome strategy and
detection plans, overcome risks effectiveness)
Business benefits—predicted and achieved
Project staff roles, names, team structure, skills
Processes used during the development, implementation, maintenance
Projects diary (key events, major changes, and milestones)

This information will improve method percent scales with actual efforts spent on
feasibility work and other phases. Since this information will be gathered from different
projects with different team structures, the method will have an objective real historically
based input, and therefore, the risks of selecting the right estimator will be decreased.
This statistics will also help to analyze type of projects with complex CCS portfolio
applications implementation, and therefore, the percent calibrations will be more
accurate. On the figure 4.7 I made an example how the projects can be classified and
filters can be used in order to find relevant content from lessons learned projects
repository. When a new assignment comes in, Scania Networks employees could have a
possibility to enter the details that are known such as the application area, size, and
technology to be used. The database would then reveal similar projects, telling the
estimator, for example, the problems to be aware of and contact persons. These will
help to reduce total project costs in future and meet customers’ expectations by the end
of the project.

Figure 4.7. Lessons learned repository projects search
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In addition, I recommend to regularly follow previous offers from Infomate and ADP
(major external suppliers), reuse previous integration concepts, and if possible, build a
demo prototype environment for the major applications to present clients basic
functionality with user interface.
Continuous estimation Improving, Evidence‐Based Scheduling
In order to increase a reliability and accuracy of estimates per activity over time, each of
the estimators should report his/her actual and estimated hours on particular activity.
This information should be easily extracted and stored.
Evidence‐Based Scheduling predicts completion dates based on the accuracy of each
worker's prior estimates (Spolsky, 2011). EBS takes into account both estimated task
effort and actual effort spent. This relation shows in velocities values, which is a
parameter showing how fast the task was done comparing to estimate value before.
Velocity formula is:

An ideal estimator always gets every estimate exactly right. So his/her velocity history is
{1, 1, 1, …} . When the estimator underestimates a task, his/her velocity is less than 1 for
that task, for example {0.3, 0.2, 0.05, 0.9, ..}. If the estimator overestimated the task, the
velocity will be higher than 1, for example, {5, 3, 2, 14, ..}. At Scania Networks most of
the estimates are underestimated according to the survey made before and according to
comparison of available estimated and actual projects follow ups. It means that velocities
are less than 1, for example, {0.4, 0.5, 0.6, 0.4, 0.7,..}.
Original EBS gives a range of probabilities for different estimate based on previous
history by using Mote‐Carlo algorithm (Doucet, 2011). However, in order to apply all the
benefits and features of EBS, it is required to buy a web‐based software and pay monthly
fees per user, which is not applicable for Scania Networks. The next example shows how
Scania Networks can track velocities per activity, in particular, feasibility work activities in
infrastructure investigation part.
INFRASTRUCTURE INVESTIGATION tasks

Estimated effort

Actual efforts

Velocity

Set up a direct connection to the market

2 hs

4 hs

0,5

Hardware requirements

6 hs

8 hs

0,8

Existing communication solutions

2 hs

3 hs

0,7

Define data connections to market

2 hs

3 hs

0,7

Backup infrastructure

2 hs

5 hs

0,4

Server requirements

4 hs

7 hs

0,6

18 hs

37 hs

0,5

Total

Table 4.12. Example of velocities calculations for specific tasks
In some other project, the same activities actual efforts can be different, so the
velocities will be different too. For example, in AM DMS P&W implementation project in
Denmark infrastructure investigation velocity was 0.7, but in Russia it was 0.4 for the
same activities.
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As estimators gain more experience, their estimating skills improve, and velocities
will be close to 1. Since the velocity values will be real data over time based on historical
actual efforts per each task‐performer, adjusting velocities compensates the barriers on
accurate estimations I described before in this report.
In order to track actual and estimated efforts per estimator and per activity, and
therefore, collect the velocities, I suggest to improve currently used OTL (Oracle Time &
Labour) reporting tool at Scania Networks. First, reporting activities set up must be equal
to standard activities according to Scania Software Development Process and Scania
Implementation Process. Based on that, here I suggest the following templates to use in
OTL.

Figure 4.8. Current and suggested template for hours reporting in OTL, implementation

Figure 4.9. Current and suggested template for hours reporting in OTL, development
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It is important to say, that these templates are only examples. Scania Networks
employees must be aware of what is standing behind each of the activity, so project
manager can trust and rely on reported actual effort data. So far, high level reporting
template for implementation was made based on agreed high level activities on the
workshop. However, since each of the high level activity includes different sub‐activates
depending on application, the templates must be studied more before implementing
them into OTL, which is above the scope of my thesis.
Achieving estimation methods benefits
It is not enough to introduce the estimation method, but it is very important to
implement and maintain analysis effort method together with evidence‐based scheduling
in a right way at Scania Networks. On figure 6.1 I made a requirements chain process for
successful implementation the methods based on Astrakan process proposed by Maria
Ivarsson (Ivarsson, 1998). It consists of requirements for Scania Networks. Several
approaches of how to implement a new method or model were discussed by DJ de Villiers
(Villiers, 2003).

Figure 6.1 . Process of achieving benefits of introduced estimation analysis effort method
(Ivarsson, 1998).
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4.3

Applying Use‐Case‐Points estimation as an alternative

In part 4.2 I explained in detail pros and cons of other methods and why analysis effort
should be a primarily common estimation technique at Scania Networks. However, there
is another method which seems to be suitable and valuable for Scania Networks. The
method is called Use‐Case‐Points .
Use case overview
A use case defines a goal‐oriented set of interactions between external actors and the
system under consideration. Use cases define the functional scope of the system to be
developed. Scania has already had use case specification. According to this specification,
use case is written by system analyst and one use‐case specification is for each functional
requirement in the system. It means that number of functional requirements is
considered as actual number of use cases at Scania Networks. According to the
specification and following RUP methodology, the first 20% of use cases are specified
during the inception phase, 80% during are prepared during elaboration, and/or mostly
refined during construction.
The primary purpose of the Use Case is to capture the required system behavior
from the perspective of the end‐user in achieving one or more desired goals. Use Cases
are used for many different roles for many purposes, including (Scania, Artifact: Use Case
Specification, 2009):
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

By stakeholders ‐ to approve the description of the system's behavior.
By potential Users ‐ to understand the system's behavior.
By software Architects ‐ to identify architecturally significant functionality
By developers ‐ to understand the required system behavior and to refine the
system definition.
By testers ‐ to identify a subset of the required test cases.
By project managers ‐ to plan and assess the work for each iteration.
By technical writers ‐ to understand the system behavior from the perspective of
the sequence of use that should be described in the documentation (such as the
system user guide).

So, use cases look to be a very useful tool of describing and estimating the requirements.
Checklist of pre‐defined standard use cases can save time on their documenting. Since
each of the use case at Scania Networks is one functional requirement, the organization
needs to collect the functional requirements from previous project to prepare use cases
checklist. This work can be done as an ongoing process at Scania Networks. What is more
important, Scania Networks office in Hague has already been using Use‐Case‐Points in
estimating SDS application development projects. That is why it seems rather logical to
check if it is possible to apply Use‐Case‐Points method in Scania Networks HQ office. To
do that, I took several available previous projects data in order to test Use‐Case‐Points
method.
Overview of the method
Use‐Case‐Points are calculated from system functional perspective. Basic formula is
(Carroll, 2005):
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UCP – total number of Use‐Case‐Points , UUCW ‐ Unadjusted Use Cases Weight, UAW ‐
Unadjusted Actor Weight, TCF ‐ Technical Complexity Factor, EF ‐ Environmental Factor.
To find man‐hours, UCP is multiplied on PF, which varies from 15 to 30 man‐hours.
Originally, PF was defined as 20 man‐hours (Carroll, 2005).
UUCW ‐ Unadjusted Use Cases Weight
Each of the use case is assigned a number of points based on the number of transactions
within it. Depending on number of transactions, the use case is classified and weighted.
There are three types of use case complexity: simple, average or complex. Simple use
case has from 3 to 5 transactions, average use case has from 4 to 7, and complex use
cases have more than 7 transactions. Relatively, they have the following weights: 5, 10,
15. The sum of weights is called Unadjusted Use Case Weight.
There are different definitions of use‐case transaction. By the moment of writing
the report, there were at least four transaction definitions. The important thing is that
different definitions will give different results, so it is important to consistently use only
one definition in order to create a reliable historical follow up database. I took the
definition of Miroslaw Schodek as the most recent and clear in comparison to others
(Ochodek, 2010). M. Schodek conducted an experiment among 120 students divided on
four groups to identify transactions of 34 use cases during 90 minutes by using four
different identification methods. His method of identifying transactions by using semantic
transaction types gave the best results. Experiment details and results can be found here
(Ochodek, 2010).
Considering this experiment results and other transaction definitions available, I
suggest to use semantic transaction types for identifying transactions in use cases at
Scania Networks. Classifying transactions aims to help Scania Networks estimator to
identify the transactions correctly, and therefore, calculate the right Unadjusted Use Case
Weight value.
Transaction Type
Create (C)

Retrieve (R)

Update (U)

Delete (D)

Link (L)

Delete Link (DL)

Description
Describes creating a new instance of a business object. Data provision is the
central point of this kind of transactions. It could be followed by the
validation of the entered data and presentation of the results
Allows an actor to retrieve some existing data. It usually consists of two
actions: choice of some retrieves option, and displaying the requested data.
Describes how to alter the already existing business objects. Similar to the
Create transaction. The main focus is on the data provision; however, in this
case the business object needs to exist before this type of transaction can be
performed.
Describes how the already existing business object is removed from the
system. This type of transaction, usually, includes the following actions:
choice of the required business object, selection of a delete option, and
confirmation provided by the system. I suggest to use
After performing this type of transaction two or more objects, that are not a
composite, are associated. It involves choosing the business objects
(accompanied by optional provision of the data), choice of a link option,
optional validation operations, and finally presentation of the results.
This is an opposite type of transaction to the Link transaction. Here, the
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Asynchronous Retrieve
(AR)

Dynamic Retrieve (DR)
Transfer (T)
Check Object (CO)
Complex Internal Activity
(CIA)

Change State (CS)

selected link(s) between business objects is removed.
Describes the process of business object retrieval (similar to the Retrieve
transaction), however, in this case the fetched data is provided as a direct
response (e.g. sending an e‐mail).Transfer of the data is the main action in
this type of transaction.
Another type of transaction describing data retrieval. In this case the set of
criteria upon which the data is retrieved needs to be provided.
Allows the transfer of numerous business objects from one actor to another.
After the object is transferred it is managed by the receiver.
The only goal of performing this kind of transaction is to validate the data
against some specified rules.
Can be used in order to describe complex operation performed by the
system. The action which is the main point of this type of transaction is
usually specific to the system being described (e.g. invoking some complex
algorithm).
Very similar to the Update transaction, however, in this case the change
made to the business object influences its behavior in the system.

Table .4.7 Use Case transaction types (Ochodek, 2010)
Unadjusted Actor Weight
Depending on the type of actor, each actor is classified as simple, average, or complex,
and is assigned a weight in the same way the use cases were weighted. Table 4.11 shows
details. The sum of all actor weights in known as Unadjusted Actor Weight (UAW).

Actor summery

Multiplier

Description

Simple

1

Simple actors are other systems that communicate with the application
though a pre‐defined API. An API could be as a REST, SOAP, or any web‐service
API or remote procedure call (RPC). The key element is that the actor is
exposing interaction with the application through a specific, well‐defined
mechanism

Average

2

Average actors can either be human beings interacting in a well defined
protocol, or they could be systems that interact through a more complex or
flexible API, then described above

3

The original definition of complex actors (Carroll, 2005) specifies that users
who interact with the software through a graphical user interface are complex
actors. The same applies for those users, who interact with the system in
unpredictable ways.

Complex

Table 4.8 Unadjusted Actor Weights (Carroll, 2005)
Next step is combining the Unadjusted Use Case Weight (UUCW) and the Unadjusted
Actor Weight (UAW), which will give the unadjusted size of the overall system. This is
referred to as Unadjusted Use‐Case‐Points (UUCP).
Technical Factor
The factors are applying to reflect the technical and environmental complexity associated
with the application being developed / implemented (Carroll, 2005).
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Technical Factor
Distributed System
Required

1

Relative
Multiplier Magnitude
(0‐5)
2

Description
Higher magnitude represent a more complex architecture
Higher magnitude represent increasing importance of
response time
Higher magnitude represents projects that rely more
heavily on the application to improve user efficiency.

2 Response Time Is Important

1

3

End User Efficiency

1

4

Complex Internal
Processing Required

1

Complex algorithms (resource leveling, time‐domain
systems analysis, OLAP cubes) have higher magnitude.
Simple database queries would have low numbers.

5

Reusable Code Must Be A
Focus

1

The higher the level of re‐use, the lower the magnitude.

6

Installation Ease

0,5

7

Usability

0,5

8

Cross‐Platform Support

2

9

Easy To Change

1

10

Highly Concurrent

1

The more attention you have to spend to resolving
conflicts in the data or application, the higher the
magnitude.

11

Custom Security

1

The more custom security work you have to do (field
level, page level, or role based security, for example), the
higher the magnitude.

12

Dependence On Third‐Party
Code

1

The more third party code (and the more reliable the
third party code), the lower the magnitude.

13

User Training

1

The longer it takes users to achieve a level of mastery of
the product, the higher the magnitude.

The higher the level of competence of the users, the
lower the magnitude.
The greater the importance of usability, the higher the
magnitude.
The more platforms that have to be supported (this could
be browser versions, mobile devices, etc. or
Windows/OSX/Unix), the higher the value.
The more change / customization that is required in the
future, the higher the magnitude.

Table 4.9 Technical Factors in UCP estimation (Carroll, 2005)
Technical Complexity Factor is calculating as follows:

•
•
•

For ideal project, TCF = 0,6 (all the magnitudes are 0),
Standard TCF = 1,02 (all the magnitudes are 3)
For worst project, TCF = 1,3 (all the magnitudes are 5)

Environmental factors
Environmental factors also affect the size of a project.

Environmental Factor

Relative
Multiplier Magnitude
(0‐5)
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Description

1 Familiarity With The Project

1,5

Higher levels of experience get a higher magnitude.

2

0,5

Higher magnitude represent more experience

Application Experience

3 OO Programming Experience

1

Higher magnitude represents more OO experience.
Standish Group reports that 40% to 60% of defects come
from bad requirements (Carroll, 2005). Higher magnitude
represents increased skill and knowledge.

4

Lead Analyst Capability

0,5

5

Motivation

1

Higher magnitude represents more motivation.

6

Stable Requirements

2

Changes in requirements can cause increases in work.
The way to avoid this is by planning for change and
instituting a timing system for managing those changes.
Higher magnitude represents more change.

7

Part Time Staff

‐1

Higher magnitude reflects team members that are part
time

8

Difficult Programming
Language

‐1

Harder languages represent higher numbers. .NET might
be difficult for a Fortran programmer, and vice versa

Table 4.10 Environmental Factors in UCP estimation (Carroll, 2005)
A sum of weighted assessments for called EFactor. EF than is calculated as follows:

Productivity Factor
To find out the man‐hours effort, the estimator needs to know the team’s rate of
progress through the use cases, which is called Productivity Factor (PF). Originally, PF of
20 hours per use case point was suggested by Karner (Karner, 1993). This means that for
100 Use‐Case‐Points, there will be 2000 hours of development work. However, since I
suggested before to use another approach of identifying transactions, PF can be different
too. Other recent studies show that it can be different and ranges between 15 to 30 hours
depending on organization and type of project. PF will be calibrated over time, when
there will be a reliable follow ups and good amount of use cases.
What I have tried to do is In order to identify a productivity factor per use case
point, I took several available examples of previous projects at Scania Networks, in
particular: pilot project implementation of AM DMS P&W in Denmark in 2010, RAMAS
implementation in Denmark in 2010, and CR development for AM DMS P&W in 2011.
In the first project, the following information is available: total budget, efforts and
duration follow ups, test cases. In order to apply Use‐Case‐Points estimation, I need to
know number of transactions and type of actors. The content of available test cases can
help to extract transactions and identify possible actors with some limitations. Test cases
for this pilot project covered functional requirements. Here is an example of a test case
from this project.
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Test Case example from AM implementation in Denmark
Classificator

Describtion

Title

Creating work order

System

Automaster

Type of test case

Functionality

Pre‐conditions

The Work Orders application has been started. The vehicle and customer
used in the test must exist in the database.

Configuration

non described

Post‐conditions

non described

Description

1. Select ""New"" to create a new WO.
Input the licence number that exists in database or search for a license
number.
2. If necessary type in a short work description.
3. Check that the customer contact information is updated otherwise
update it.
4. Input the rest of the work order header data, especially major fields like:
‐ Vehicle pick‐up date and time
‐ Mileage
‐ Service date and time
5. Save the work order.

Expected result

non described

Area

workshop

Table 4.11. Test case example from AM implementation project in Denmark
This test case example shows that an actor is a customer (system user). There are also
five transactions: customer Inputs the license number that exists in database; customer
searches for a license number; If the customer contact information is not updated –
customer puts updated contact information into the system; customer Inputs work order
header data, and If necessary, work description; customer saves the work order
In this pilot project, most of the test cases had 2‐3 transactions and one actor.
There were in total 62 test cases.
Assuming that one test case is one simple use case, Unadjusted Use Case Weight
will be: 62*5=310.
Assuming one average complexity actor per use case, Unadjusted Actor Weights
will be: 62*2=124.
TCF for an average project = 1,02,
EF for an average project = 0,7
So, total Use‐Case‐Points will be: (310+124)*1,02*0,7=302 Use‐Case‐Points for
Automaster pilot project implementation in Denmark.
Actual total project efforts for this project ware 8721 man‐hours. PF per use case
point will be: 8721/302=29 hours, which is between 15 and 30 hours according to theory.
Another available example with test cases is implementation of RAMAS in
Denmark.
There were 39 test cases in this project. Assuming the same conditions as in example of
Automaster pilot implementation, here are the following numbers:
Unadjusted Use Case Weight will be: 39*5= 195
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Unadjusted Actor Weights will be: 39*2=78
TCF for an average project = 1,02,
EF for an average project = 0,7
Total Use‐Case‐Points will be: (195+78)*1,02*0,7=195 Use‐Case‐Points for
RAMAS project implementation in Denmark.
Actual total project efforts for this project ware 2164 man‐hours. PF per use case
point will be: 2164 / 195=11 hours.
The productivity efforts are different due to several reasons. One of the most
important is that Use Cases are not applicable in implementation project. The reason I see
in that most of the standard transactions do not need to be developed, but they are
simply needed to enabling by checking the right parameter. So in that case, to realize a
transaction it is needed a small productivity effort. From another hand in the
development project, the transaction must be development from scratch. Thus, it
requires higher PF. Other reasons can be that test cases do not cover all the functional
requirements, or from another hand, they are too many test cases and some of them that
can be united into one use case. It will have an impact of Unadjusted Use Cases Weight. In
addition, environment and technical factors have are also different, when in my example I
used average values. For example, in RAMAS project if I take worst EF and TCF, it will
result in 31 hours per use case point.
To find the right productivity effort value, it is important to consider all the
impacting factors and identify all the functional requirements with possible transactions.
In order to calculate production factor for a CR development, I took recent case
called “Invoice text for labor operation” for Automaster application. The CR consists of 5
use cases. Actors are either administrator or work shop sales man. Both have complex
category, so Unadjusted Actor Weights will be: 5*3=15.
There are 4‐5 transactions per use case, so every use case has average complexity,
and Unadjusted Use Case Weight will be: 5*10= 50.
Unadjusted Use Case Point will be: 50+15=75.
TCF for an average project = 1,02,
EF for an average project = 0,7
Total Use‐Case‐Points will be: (50+15)*1,02*0,7=46 Use‐Case‐Points for CR
development and implementation.
Actual total project efforts for this project ware 131 man‐hours. PF per use case
point will be: 131 / 46=3 hours. So, average productivity effort per use case point at ADP
is 3 hours, which completely different both from previous results and from theory.
The main outcome of applying use cases is that Scania Networks is not ready yet to
extract all benefits of this method. In other words, it is still too early to use the method at
Scania Networks. Even taking into account potential benefits and convenience of using
UCP in estimating of development projects. However, since UCP is partly used estimating
the development projects in the office in Hague (SDS application development
estimating), I recommend UCP to use in future as the most applicable algorithmic‐based
common method for whole Scania Networks organization. UCP can be a good extension
for analysis effort estimating method. Using both methods in future will increase the
accuracy and reliability of estimates.
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5

Validation of the requirements estimation method

Analysis effort method estimates depend on percent scale and estimates of the first 10‐
15% of the project. Although the method hasn’t been tested yet due to short period of
time, the percent scales for minimum, maximum and the most probable project scenarios
were prepared in a close cooperation with application usage experts and project
managers at Scania Networks.
It was hardly possible to test the method on previous projects follow ups in order
to compare actual efforts with estimated efforts by using the analysis effort estimation
method. The reason was that Scania Networks did not have a tool for reporting hours on
activities level before 2011. Oracle Time and Labor (OTL) tool was introduced only in
January 2011, and from that time, project managers and other project team members
have started to report their hours on activities level. Since OTL is used only at Scania
Networks, there was no available information about actual efforts from third parties like
ADP company. By the moment of writing this report, most of the activities reported into
OTL belong to ongoing projects. That is why it is not correct to compare OTL reported
hours with the estimation method results. Other tools used by project managers were MS
Project and Excel for tracking estimated and actual budget costs or efforts. However,
there was no standard set of activities and no standard of following up the projects in
terms of content. That is why each of project managers had his/her own follow up
statistics on previous projects. This fact made confusing to compare the activities lists,
since they had different terms and definitions from project to project, when the meaning
was very often the same. So, it was difficult to compare the estimates produced by the
analysis effort estimation method with actual efforts on previous projects history.
Furthermore, it was not possible to test the method on new coming assignments, since
the actual project reaults will be ready only be the end of assignment, which means
testing period will last several months, which was not applicable considering time limits of
my work.
That is why I used Scania Networks experts’ feedback as the most appropriate
validation method. Before that, I took a validation framework (Meli, 1999) in order to
compare between each other applied methods for requirements estimation. The
framework consists of different validation criteria describing accuracy, reliability, stability
and other criteria designed to check estimation methods. Table 5.1 consists of criteria and
relevant description of applied requirements estimation methods. The first criterion is
Definition, which shows how appropriately the method is described, if input variables
precisely defined, and how easy to understand the idea of method. Scope shows a type of
projects the method covers (development, implementation, pre‐study or CRs realize).
Adaptability describes how easy is to modify, update, calibrate the method itself.
Prelocity shows, wow early it is possible to use the method in the software development
life cycle. Cheapness stands for description of how the method is low‐cost and low‐time
consuming. The validation framework also includes the risks connected to input data.
Reliability shows how both the input data and the results are reliable and how the
estimation process is repeatable during the different project stages. Sometimes small
differences in input variables may produce large changes in final estimates. This issue is
described by Stability criterion. Training shows how much time and efforts are needed to
apply the method, to make the method understandable by project managers.
Constructiveness says how a user can tell why the method gives the estimates it does, or
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does the method help the user to understand the job to be done in order to obtain the
estimation. Standardization shows if the method can be used by different departments or
large groups of teams depending on type of projects. Objectivity means if the value to be
assigned to the input variable depends on the particular viewpoint or the estimator
experience. Accuracy shows how the estimates are close to the actual standard
measurement results. Confidence represents a possibility to forecast the estimation
probable error and if the size of estimates can be expressed with a range of minimum and
maximum level. The last criterion is economy, which gives information how valuable the
method is in terms of cost/effort savings.
Criterea
Definition

Training

Scope

Adaptability

Precocity

Cheapness

Risks connected
to input data

Reliability

Stability

Analysis Effort

Use‐Case‐Points

Evidence‐Based Scheduling

General activates
description is clear, but
there must be a standard
document, describing
what is included in which
activity
Easy to understand, need
one workshop or 2‐3
hours for training session

Still need to be developed
in future work, some terms
were not clear, questions
regarding impacting factors

The idea was method was clear
and easy to understand
(feedback from both
presentations at Scania)

There are questions of
identifying transactions,
need 2‐3 training
workshops (6‐12 hours)
Primarily for development
projects

Need training to new OTL
reporting features (both
reporting estimates and
actual) – up to 2 hours training
For all type of projects

Calibration is done mainly
for PF, but also can be
revised for EFs and TCFs

Calibration is done for
velocities based on statistics of
estimated and actual efforts
per task per estimator
In any stage, estimates per
activity are totally based on
previous estimator’s accuracy

For implementation,
development, pre‐study
and CRs realize projects
Calibration is done based
on ongoing experience of
pre‐study efforts and its
% share to entire project
On early stage, before
pre‐study in
implementation or
inception phase in RUP
Low costs, need up to 8
hours to make rough
estimations

Some activities which are
useless during
implementation or
development phases
might be included, threat
estimates up
estimation process is
repeatable only in early
project stages

Stable for development,
implementation and
feasibility. In
combination with EBS
method, can be used for
estimating CRs

Good to use in inception or
elaboration phases in RUP

Can take more time to
prepare use cases,
sometimes up to 120
hours, can be difficult not
to miss transactions in UPs
One transaction can be
counted several times and
threat estimates up

Each of the task‐performer
needs to use a tool for
reporting of actual and
estimated hours. Reporting
time per week ‐ 1 hour.
All the activities breakdown
presented, the estimator put
manually those activities which
are important for the project

estimation process is
repeatable only in early
project stages

Estimation process is
repeatable, statistically
consistent. In combination
with analysis effort, will give
good results for CRs too
Stable, outputs doesn’t
depend on inputs, because if
the estimator is wrong, the
method will adjust relevant
velocity based on previous
accuracy experience

Unstable for
implementation and CRs
projects, highly depends on
number is Use cases and
transactions
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Training

Need one workshop or 2‐
3 hours for training
session

Constructiveness

An estimator can tell why
the method gives the
estimates the method
does, the estimator is
aware about the job to
be done by him/her
The method is usable by
a large class of
estimators in the same
way. The process is
standard, but data inputs
are flexible
As more it is used, as
more objective it become

Standardization

Objectivity

Accuracy

Confidence

Economy

Minimum border is
rather realistic and looks
accurate, maximum
border is more accurate
using EBS method too
Is it possible to forecast
the estimation probable
error (uncertainty), The
size estimate are
expressed as a range
with a maximum,
minimum, probable and
weighted bound
Up to 80% effort savings
spent on estimating, up
to 75% faster response
time to the client

There are questions of
identifying transactions,
need 2‐3 training
workshops (6‐12 hours)
An estimator can tell why
the method gives the
estimates the method
does, but unclear about
what to input and how to
calibrate
The method is usable by
mainly development and
maintenance teams

Depends on how to count
transactions and how to
write use cases
Not defined

Need training to new OTL
reporting features (both
reporting estimates and
actual) – up to 2 hours training
An estimator can tell why the
method gives the estimates
the method does, the
estimator is aware about the
job to be done by him/her
The method is usable by a
large class of estimators in the
same way. The follow ups with
reports are standardized in
order to avoid
misunderstandings
objective , works with actual
real numbers
Can be used to increase the
accurate of analysis effort
method, works with actual
efforts spent

The size estimate are
expressed as a range with a
maximum, minimum and
bound

Is it possible to forecast the
estimation probable error
(uncertainty), The size
estimate are expressed as a
range with a maximum,
minimum and bound (with and
without adjusting velocities)

Not defined

Using velocities track saves
huge costs connected with
risks of under or over
estimating

Table 5.1. Comparison of proposed estimation methods
Validation by experts was done in two steps at Scania Networks:
1. Validation of whole estimation method and process by several members of project
management team
2. Validation of whole estimation method and process by members of top
management team
The first validation was done during the workshop by project managers, application usage
experts, business unit account managers and test manager. The participants were familiar
with the goal and scope of my work, and most of them were interviewed before the
workshop. Furthermore, the participants were chosen as a result of the survey, which
showed that the roles above were always or usually involved in requirements estimation
process at Scania Networks. Since the workshop participants had experience with limited
number of applications, I interviewed other application usages experts separately after
the workshop in order to validate percent efforts tables for other applications too. Finally,
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total process and method were validated during the first final thesis presentation at
Scania Networks for project management team.
The second validation was done in one week after the presentation for project
managers. The participants of the second final thesis presentation were top managers of
Scania Networks. It was important to receive their feedback both on benefits and risks
which analysis effort estimation method has. As a result, the method was validated, and
Business Development department at Scania Networks was assigned as a responsible unit
for implementation and maintaining the requirements estimation method.
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6

Conclusions

This report was done at Scania IT coordinator organization – Scania Networks AB.
Four well‐known methods were considered regarding possible implementation at Scania
Networks. They were: Analysis effort, Use‐Case‐Points, COCOMO II and Evidence‐based
Scheduling. Four the most applicable techniques were selected by using the following
research methods: surveys, interviews, workshop, data analysis, literature review. The
research process at Scania Networks can be used in any other organization, which would
like to find the most suitable requirements estimation method. An internal survey was
conducted in a form of face‐to‐face interview in order to prepare requirements for
estimating method. The survey showed gaps, threats and barriers on accurate
estimations at Scania Networks, in particular: poor communication, unrealistic client’s
expectations, too optimistic team members and lack in scope definition. To overcome
these problems, a number of recommendations were prepared for better projects follow
up, collecting different new and ongoing project’s statistics, like: actual effort total and
breakdown, estimates and assumptions made, estimated effort breakdown (between
project phases), schedule—estimated and actual, non‐functional requirements (reliability
and performance), size in terms of number of users, risks, project staff roles, names, team
structure, skills, processes used during the development, implementation, maintenance,
and feedback from clients and project manager. In addition, a model for lessons learned
repository was suggested to classify and search project description. The repository will
help to better analyze previous projects and make more reliable and accurate new
estimations and forecast revenue.
After consideration and analyzing Scania Networks needs, Analysis method was
selected and adjusted as the most applicable for common estimating method according
to Scania Networks requirements. Draft value analysis showed, that applying analysis
method can reduce client’s response time up to 75%, costs effort saving per estimation
task are decreasing from 10‐40 man‐hours to 4‐8 man‐hours. The method was recently
introduced and validated by project managers, BU account and test managers from 6
Scania Network departments, which are usually involved in estimation process. Before
validation, some of the project managers took part in preparation of input parameters.
These parameters were discussed during the workshop, which was organized at Scania
Networks. In order to use the method in daily routines, two Excel sheets were made
specifically for development and implementation projects. The example of how to use
implementation Excel sheet was described in this report. Analysis effort was adjusted
with Lichtenberg formula to calculate uncertainty and weighted average estimation.
Lichtenberg formula is used by Scania IT supplier Infomate, and therefore, analysis
estimation method can be easily aligned with other organizations at Scania.
Furthermore, analysis effort method was accepted by Scania Networks
management team. In addition to analysis effort method, which belongs to an expert‐
judgment group of methods, Use‐Case‐Points estimation method is recommended to use
as an alternative method for development projects..
To achieve benefits of Evidence‐based Scheduling, a new time reporting template
was proposed with suggested set of activities. The reporting set of activities was aligned
with Scania software development process and Scania Implementation process activities.
Finally, estimation methods comparison analysis was done in order to show
advantages and disadvantages of proposed methods. Analysis effort method in
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combination with evidence‐based scheduling showed the best results in adaptability,
reliability, stability, easiness, standardization, accuracy, cheapness and economy.
Since the thesis was done in a specific organization, it is rather difficult to
generalize the results. However, generic activates list with more than 200 activities for
implementation projects can be used for preparing a project scope and basic estimates
outside Scania Networks too. Furthermore, percent efforts scale per application and their
difference between ideal and worst case scenarios will be useful in requirements
estimation process by other organizations, which are working with the same type of
applications. The report showed that analysis effort estimation is rather difficult to apply,
because it requires knowing size of the project before estimating. However, this problem
can be overcome by using minimum and maximum estimated man‐hours value in
combination of relevant scales of ideal and worst case scenario percent efforts. In
addition, estimation excel sheets can be used outside Scania Networks too. In that case,
Excel sheets require doing some calibration and adaptation to specific organization needs.

Future Work
There are still areas for improvements of analysis effort estimation. First of all, the input
data like percent efforts distribution and estimates of feasibility work are very basic and
must be improved by serious history of estimated and actual efforts. Another thing is that
risks factors were classified rather general, so in future complexity and familiarity factors
can be studied in detail in order to understand their level of impact and increase the
accuracy of analysis effort estimation method. Furthermore, it is interesting to study how
important is to use Lichtenberg adjustment to calculate uncertainty and weighted
average estimates in analysis effort method. Probably there are other better alternatives
to adjust the method to increase the accuracy of results.
Regarding alternative estimation methods, in the report there was an attempt to
apply Use‐Case‐Points in implementation projects, however, the results were too far from
theory. Since Use‐Case‐Points were originally designed to use in estimation of software
development projects, it will be interesting to see how it is possible to use them in
implementation projects too.
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Appendix A. Activities Plan with important milestones
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Appendix B. Scania implementation activities list
1.PROJECT APPROVAL:
Prepare Project Definition File (PDF)
Approve Project Definition File (PDF
2.PRE PRODUCTION DEVELOPMENT:
Test of source data
SIP set up (if any)
Review and order gaps found in SIP set up activity
(if any)
Use cases for each development case
Create local adaptations (NIP or similar)
Set up parameters in Application
Set up of Application local parameters
Set up of contents, layouts of documents and
reports
Analyze Application setup
Conversion of local data
Conversion test
Integrations (set up CCS and local applications
interfaces, modifications)
Application set up test (system test)
Super User (SU) Training
Integration, unit tests
System & integration tests

PROJECT MANAGEMENT:
Project planning
Activity Plan for all Interfaces
Final Project Definition & Time Plan ready
Allocate Resources
Keep project plan updated
Write status reports
Steering committee meetings
Project group meetings

3.LOCAL SET UP:
Site set up /SIP+NIP parameter set up
Set up all users in Application enviroment
Make test cases for NIP changes
Making test cases for Acceptance test
System testing of Application manual
functionalities
Gaps development
CRs development (CRs specified in pre‐study)
Test cases for gaps
Country's tabelles (Translation)
Install templates for reports
Set up local interfaces by changing parameters
Local data extracted and converted to Application
(Done several times)
SIAM IP system integrations test (for European
customers)
Other system integrations test (for non‐EU
customers)
Financial transactions installation

5.END USERS TRAINING:
Planning the training
Training for user interface
Training for specific processes
Support for End User Training

4.BUSINESS ACCEPTANCE TEST:
Organizing tests
Helping performing tests
Testing parts
Testing Workshop
Making sure the env is up running
Making sure the std process is followed
Making sure tests are performed acc to process
Making sure local integrations to local systems
work ok
Business tests no 1 (Validation of data file in
Application according to business requirements,
correcting errors)
System Acceptance Test

6.HANDOVER, PROJECT CLOSE:
Setup maintenance organization
Educate the maintenance org
Transfer outstanding CRs to the maintenance org.
Document open issues
Hand over documentation to maintenance org.
7.EVALUATION AND FOLLOW‐UP
8.PROJECT CLOSURE
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Appendix C. Feasibility and Inception phase activities list
Feasability work

INCEPTION PHASE

REQUIREMENTS

BUSINESS MODELING

Business and data migration requirements

Create/Update and verify Goal Model

Integration requirements
Interface strategy ‐ CCS strategy (document
any deviations)

Create/Update and verify Business Process model
Create/Update and verify Business interaction
model

Legal requirements
Specifications compared to the Scania common
process.
Process map compared to the Scania common
process.

Create/Update and verify Business Rule model

Functional requriements for development

Create glossary with definisions

INFRASTRUCTURE INVESTIGATION

Create/Update and verify Concept Model
Create/Update and verify information Model

REQUIREMENTS

Set up a direct connection to the market

Analyse authorities

Hardware requirements

Create/update project vision

Existing communication solutions

Define Functional requirements

Define data connections to market
Investigation and installation Citrix servers
(incl. unit testing)

Create/update Use‐Case Model

Set up Citrix accounts for the market
infrastructure set up to run centralized
applications for the market

Create/update architecture requriements
Create/update service and organization
requirements

Backup infrastructure

Create/update other requirements

Create/update Use‐case specifications

Server requirements

ANALYSIS & DESIGN
Create/update software architecture document
(SAD)

PROCESS Feasability
Major deviations compared to the
Scania common process
Common applications that can be
Implemented

Inform and verify concept architecture
Develop User Interface Prototype

Updated business case, value analysis

Create/Update Design Model

Clarify/prepare conversion strategy

Create/Update Data Model

APPLICATION Feasability
Standard Installation Package (SIP) setup
discussion
Map showing all needed systems to be
integrated.
Map showing functionalities to be included
for the AM set up.
Gather number of users of who is to use
Application after the SIP set up

Create/Update Deployment Model
Unit Test Results
IMPLEMENTATION
TEST
Master Test Plan (test data, test ideas)

Interface: Parts

Test Environment Configuration

Interface: Workshops

Test ideas
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Interface: Vehicle sales

Test Evaluation Summary

Interface: Warranty

DEPLOYMENT

Interface: Contracted service

Deployment Plan

Interface: Finance & Administration

Requests For Change (RFC)

Interface: Cross applications

Product Release Information (PRI)

Interface: Local market applications

End User Support Material

Business process comparison study

Training Material

Process map
Prepare gaps found during the use of
Application
Application or process Gaps ‐ overcome
Strategy
Application development (CRs
adjustments)

Installation Artifacts
CONFIGURATION & MANAGEMENT PLAN
Configuration Management Plan
Project Repository

Current system setup
Positive gaps (new functionality available in
the common system)
Roadmap for implementation with different
alternatives

Project Workspace
Prepare routine for CR (changed requests)
PROJECT MANAGEMENT

Map of data that needs to be converted

PDF
Project Vision
Use‐Case Model
Supplementary Specification
Time and cost estimations (rough)
Project plan with phases and iterations
Project meetings
Risks list
Status Reports
Business Acceptance approval
Operations Acceptance approval
Final Report
ENVIROMENT
Process Assess & Review Record
Product reviews
Development environment Installations and
Configurations
System Test environment Installations and
Configurations
Infrastructure environment Installations and
Configurations
Development Tools Installations & Configurations
Define application structure
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Appendix D. Roles and responsibilities at Scania Networks
Role

Resposability

Project manager

According to PPS and SDP roles description
Additionally the responsibility also include
•Update Pulse material and report (current projects state review meeting at EN)
•Follow EN implementation method
•Be aware of and follow the S&S Governance Structure

Business Analyst

•Enhance relations with BPG Chairman and BPG (Business Process Group)
•Assist in creating the strategic plan for determined process area
•Propose IT roadmap (activity and funding) for the process area together with the process
principal
•Ensure that planned changes are in line with the long term plan for the process
•Member at BPG
• Act towards a good relation with the application customers
•To ensure the efficiency of the application management organization
•Plan and allocate resources within the defined application
•To have a general competence of the application (incl. interfaces and integrations as a part
of the Maintenance Description document)
•Create Forecast
•Continuously follow up financial situation
•Follow strategic plan for the application together with the application principal
•Responsible for Maintenance Meeting
•To ensure that necessary agreements (SLA) exists and are valid
•To ensure that necessary Product Release Information (PRI) exists and is valid
•To ensure that a maintenance description exists
•To ensure that the application is described on its homepage (SAIL/Inline)
•To ensure that education exits and that user manuals in English are updated
•To plan and follow up releases
•Evaluate and initiate changes of the application and its surroundings
•When required, coordinate with other application maintenance management organizations
•Update CCS Roadmap
• Expert knowledge in process and application including interfaces to surrounding
applications
•Understand how functional methods and rules are converted into application methods
•Improve application
•Support business with competence about how the application is working
•Responsible for Super User Training

Application Maintanance
f Expert

Application Usage Expert

Architect

System Analyst

•To ensure that the analysis made is according to the Architecture Principals and Rules
•Providing a guidelines of how to access artifacts to help analyze the Business Needs
•Make sure that planned changes are according to long term goals for the process
•Assists Business Analyst on the Business level to create/update the Artifacts that helps to
analyze the Business Needs.
•Offer different solutions for the Business need by setting up and analyze scenarios.
•According to SDP
o Produce Use‐Case Model
o Produce Supplementary Specification
•Ensure quality of conversions

Acceptance Test Manager

•Assure quality is good enough for the systems installed at Scania
•Plan, manage and follow‐up the acceptance test of a system delivery
•Assure that customer demands are fulfilled
•Assure that test cases are prepared and evaluated
•Secure resources from business/provider and IT‐area
•Reports to the Test Manager (provider role)

Acceptance Tester

• Execute test according to test cases
• Assure that test‐results are documented
• Report result to Acceptance Test Manager

QA

• Execute project analysis on agreed way
• Identify and document deviation in result and way of working
• Evaluate if organization and way of working is appropriate for the project
• Report result and possibilities to succeed to the steering group and project management
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Appendix E. Surveys results
Internal Scania Networks survey.
1. What type of clients’ assignments do you receive and work with?
Type

#

%

Pre‐study

13

93%

Development

6

43%

Implementation 13
Maintenance

4

93%
29%

2. What organizations are usually involved in estimation process?
Dep.
ENAS
ENAC
ENAP
ENAF
ENAD
ENB
ENC
ENS
ENO
ENM
BB
BR
BT
BV
ET
SL
P&L
R&D
F&F
F&BC
Infomate
Business
ADP
Microsoft
IBM
Other

%
%
11 79%
12 86%
14 100%
10 71%
4 29%
2 14%
2 14%
13 93%
5 36%
8 57%
4
1
9
4
1
4
1
5
4
1
10
11
13
4
1
5

29%
7%
64%
29%
7%
29%
7%
36%
29%
7%
71%
79%
93%
29%
7%
36%
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3. What roles are involved in estimation process?
Role
BU account manager

#
13

%
93%

Application Maintenance Manage

12

86%

Application Usage Expert

9

64%

Business Analyst (Process Analyst)

9

64%

Architect

7

50%

Project Manager
System Analyst

13
6

93%
43%

Acceptance Test Manager

5

36%

Acceptance Tester

1

7%

Quality Assurance

2

14%

Group manager

9

64%

Senior adviser
BU management

3
2

21%
14%

Project Manager (infomate or ADP)

5

36%

Corporate IT

1

7%

Group Accounting

1

7%

MD

1

7%

Top 3 roles involved in estimation process:
93%
86%

Project Manager, BU account manager

64%

Application Usage Expert, Business Analyst, Group manager

Application Maintenance Manage
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4. What applications do you do cost estimations for?
App.
#
IHS
2
MAC
4
SWIP
1
CWP
1
ICD ICS
1
PROFAS
1
PRS
1
AM DPA
6
MSI
1
WCP
2
SPO
3
SPISA
1
AM DMS P&W 8
PRIME
4
RAMAS
6
SCOT
1
CAST
5
SDS
6
SCAS
3
Cesow
2
COW with 2
COW without 3
Axapta
4
Autoline
3
SBA
5
SPAS
5
VRPC
1
1
VIW
RCC
1
AM VS
1
DP
1
SCRM
1

%
14%
29%
7%
7%
7%
7%
7%
43%
7%
14%
21%
7%
57%
29%
43%
7%
36%
43%
21%
14%
14%
21%
29%
21%
36%
36%
7%
7%
7%
7%
7%
7%

Top 3 applications:
57%
43%

AM DMS

36%

CAST, SBA, SPAS

AM DPA, RAMAS,SDS
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5. What data do you USE for rough estimations?
Data
Basic scope ‐ at least product modules (high‐level).
Current project state
Dependencies from the third party
System vision, related systems/applications
Total budget for project and budget adjustments
Timeframe limit from a customer
Non‐functional requirements (performance, security, etc.)
Functional requirements
Work flows (busibess)
Use cases
Specific technology the project is planned to be built on
Transition phase details
Infrastructure current situation
Number of sites and users
Customer's location (market)
Integrations needed
Work flows in new apps portfolio development
Financial project numbers (controlling)
Value analysis

# %
13 93%
9 64%
13 93%
11 79%
5 36%
14 100%
6 43%
9 64%
7 50%
3 21%
6 43%
3 21%
8 57%
8 57%
8 57%
8 57%
3 21%
1 7%
1 7%

Top 3 data involved in estimation process:
100%

Timeframe limit from a customer

93%

Basic scope, dependencies from the third party

79%

System vision, related systems/applications
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6. What data do you NEED for rough estimations?
Data

#

Basic scope ‐ at least product modules (high‐level)
Current project state
Dependencies from the third party
System vision, related systems/applications
Total budget for project and budget adjustments
Timeframe limit from a customer
Non‐functional requirements (performance, security, etc.)
Functional requirements (functional specifications)
Work flows
Use cases
Specific technology the project is planned to be built on
Transition phase details
Infrastructure current situation
Number of sites and users
Customer's location (market),
Integrations needed
Working packages (Generic)
Lessons learnt repository
Suppliers estimations quality control
Work flows in new apps portfolio development
Pre study checklist

7
2
2
3
7
4
3
7
4
5
4
2
4
2
4
4
3
13
2
1
1

%
50%
14%
14%
21%
50%
29%
21%
50%
29%
36%
29%
14%
29%
14%
29%
29%
21%
93%
14%
7%
7%

Top 3 data needed to make rough estimates:
93%

Lessons learnt repository

50%

Basic scope , total budget, functional requirements

36%

Use cases
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7. What estimation method/technique do you use?
Method
Lines of Code
Function Point Analysis
Story Points
Wideband Delphi
Use‐Case‐Points (UCP)
COCOMO (COnstructive COst MOdel)
COCOMO II
COSYSMO (Constructive Systems Engineering Cost
M d l)
Evidence‐based Scheduling
Parametric Estimating
PRICE Systems
Proxy‐based estimating (PROBE)
Program Evaluation and Review Technique (PERT)
SEER‐SEM
Weighted Micro Function Points (WMFP)
Analysis Effort method
The Planning Game
Own experience
Lichtenberg Estimation
Generic timeplans per application
Pre‐study results (if any)
Acitivites list
ABC

#
0
2
1
0
2
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
3
0
0
1
0
9
2
6
7
3
1

%
0%
14%
7%
0%
14%
0%
0%
0%
0%
0%
0%
0%
21%
0%
0%
7%
0%
64%
14%
43%
50%
21%
7%

Top 3 estimating methods used (own experienced skipped):
50%
43%

Pre‐study results (if any)
Generic time plans per application

21%

PERT, activities list (usually Automaster)
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8. What kind of information from previous projects do you USE to make estimates?
Data

#

Estimated effort total
Estimated effort breakdown (between project phases)
Actual effort total and breakdown
Schedule—estimated and actual
size: number of applications
size breakdown: integrations
Size breakdown between major components
Risks
Benefits—predicted and achieved
Processes used during the development
Business case
Feasibility study
Number of database entities with transaction volumes
Complexity assessments
Staff roles, team structure, names of key staff
Previous projects with the same technologies/applications
used
Project diary (key events, major changes, and milestones)
Project manager's feedback
Client’s feedback
Third party (ADP) offer
Third party (Infomate) offer
Reused concept integraions
Lessons learnt repository
DEMO enviroment
Ptojection cycles

9
7
8
11
4
5
2
7
4
3
6
10
1
3
10
12
1
11
7
8
8
7
2
1
1

%
64%
50%
57%
79%
29%
36%
14%
50%
29%
21%
43%
71%
7%
21%
71%
86%
7%
79%
50%
57%
57%
50%
14%
7%
7%

Top 3 estimating data used from previous projects:
86%
79%

Previous projects with the same technologies/applications
Schedule—estimated and actual (if any), Project manager's feedback

71%

Feasibility study, Staff roles, team structure, names of key staff
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9. What kind of information from previous projects do you NEED to make
estimates?
Data

#

Estimated effort total
Estimated effort breakdown (between project phases)
Actual effort total and breakdown
Schedule—estimated and actual
size: number of applications
size breakdown: integrations
Size breakdown between major components
Risks
Benefits—predicted and achieved
Processes used during the development
Business case
Feasibility study
Complexity assessments
Staff roles, team structure, names of key staff
Previous projects with the same technologies/applications
used
Project diary (key events, major changes, and milestones)
Project manager's feedback
Client’s feedback
Third party (ADP) offer
Third party (Infomate) offer
Convension volumes
Reused concept integraions
Lessons learnt repository
DEMO enviroment
Prestudy checklist (what method or model they used and
why)
Checklist for dev ‐ functional list, whom to contact
Impl checlist‐the same as for devlist +scheduke 3‐12 months
ahead
Resued Scania methods (RAPIC=RACI, or BA role describtion
with major Artifacts)
Use cases lists

6
6
7
8
2
2
1
6
6
1
4
5
3
5
5
3
6
3
4
3
1
4
7
3
1
1
1
1
1

%
43%
43%
50%
57%
14%
14%
7%
43%
43%
7%
29%
36%
21%
36%
36%
21%
43%
21%
29%
21%
7%
29%
50%
21%
7%
7%
7%
7%
7%

Top 3 estimating data NEEDED from previous projects:
57%

Schedule—estimated and actual

50%

Actual effort total and breakdown, Lessons learnt repository
Estimated effort total, Estimated effort breakdown (between project phases), Risks,
Benefits—predicted and achieved, Project manager's feedback

43%
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External Survey in IT industry
What is your experience in software development industry?

Question 1. What type of IT projects do you work with?
Build a system from high level specifications

9 69%

Build a component to integrate with existing system

9 69%

Build a component on an inextensibility framework

5 38%

Additional components to fit an existing plug‐in architecture

4 31%

Write a specific function(s)

6 46%

Port existing code from one language or platform to another

4 31%

Scripting tasks

3 23%

Application(s) development

7 54%

Application(s) implementation

10 77%

Web site development (design, structure, development)

9 69%

Data Migration or Conversion

7 54%

System Installation

7 54%

Integration and Configuration

8 62%

Product or System development

7 54%

Product or System implementation

8 62%

Other

3 23%

People might select more than one checkbox, so percentages may add up to more than
100%.
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Question 2. What sort of techniques and metrics do use in estimating?
Lines of Code
Function Point Analysis
Story Points
Wideband Delphi
Use‐Case‐Points (UCP) ‐ adaptation of Function points
COCOMO (COnstructive COst MOdel)
COCOMO II
COSYSMO (Constructive Systems Engineering Cost
Model)
Evidence‐based Scheduling
Parametric Estimating
PRICE Systems
Proxy‐based estimating (PROBE)
Program Evaluation and Review Technique (PERT)
SEER‐SEM
SLIM
Weighted Micro Function Points (WMFP)
Analysis Effort method
The Planning Game
Own experience
Other

1 8%
3 23%
6 46%
0 0%
5 38%
0 0%
0 0%
0
2
2
0
0
2
0
0
0
5
5
7
4

0%
15%
15%
0%
0%
15%
0%
0%
0%
38%
38%
54%
31%

People could select more than one checkbox, so percentages may add up to more than
100%.
Questionnaire
Question 3. Can you, please, provide at least five "must‐have" details in order to provide
rough estimates?
Question 4. If there is a change request (CR) during the ongoing project, how do you
estimate it?
Question 5. From your experience, what are the most efficient method / technique to
estimate a project based on high level specifications? How is it different from detail
estimating in elaboration phase?
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